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Fire safety rule 
changes could 
cost millions 
0 Sprinklers are likely next step in fire code regulations 
By Fe rnando Diaz 
News Etitor 
An expected ruling on sprinklers 
could cost Columbia millions of dollars 
in unplanned structural developments, 
according to college officials. The 
Chicago City Council ruled late last 
week that stairwells in high-rises. 
Those costs could be passed on to 
students. 
Fire safety and evacuation proce-
dures are under review citywide fol-
lowing a blaze in the Cook County 
Administration Building, 69 W. 
Washington St .. that killed six people. 
An ordinance passed by the council on 
Nov. 5 ordered that stairwells be 
unlocked, which was considered a 
main factor in the deaths. 
Some of Columbia's stairwells are 
locked at various points, while others 
are not. The doors to the stairwells in 
the South Campus Building, 624 S. 
Michigan Ave., are open except where 
they would allow entry to the library, 
which is on the first through fifth 
noors. 
According to college officials, 
Columbia is waiting to see how the 
council votes. A decision to further 
revise the fire code could cost the 
college millions of dollars if the 
council rules that high-rises should 
be retrofitted with sprinklers. That 
decision could require the college 
and businesses across the city to 
incur costs they are not prepared for, 
said Mike Debish, acting vice presi-
dent of facilities and operations. 
"We're looking at somewhere in the 
neighborhood of $4 to $5 million to 
See Fire, Page 4 
Fornter student 
convicted of arson 
By Usa Balde 
ManagrgE<itor 
A former Columbia student was 
convicted on two counts of arson 
Nov. 6 for burning down a 
Wheaton church and setting ftre to 
a house in 2002. 
A videotape d confession was 
the deciding factor in convicting 
Adam PalinslO, 22, of one count of 
arson and one count of aggravated 
arson, according to lawyers pres-
ent during *the DuPage County 
trial. 
The fornier film student was 
charged with burning down St. 
Michael's Catholic Church and 
Teacher 's Home in Wheaton, ill., 
and with setting fue to a nearby 
home in March 2002. 
The fma l decision rested on 
PalinslO 's confession that was 
taped by police days after the inci-
dent, according to Illinois 
Assistant State's Attorney Joseph 
Ruggiero, the prosecuting attorney 
for the trial. 
The confession, which acted in 
tandem with a separate audiotape 
confession given to a friend the 
day before Palinski was arrested, 
was only one part of a series of 
evidence presented during the 
three-day trial. 
Defense attorney John Yetter 
still believes that Palinski was 
incapable of committing the crime, 
he told The Chronicle. No physi-
cal evidence linked Palinski with 
this c rime, he said. 
"Adam didn't do it," Yetter said. 
Ale 
"Adam has a tendency to tell s to-
ries." 
Yetter said that the jury's deci-
sion rested on whether or not they 
believed Palinski's taped confes-
sion or his testimony in the court-
room, during which he denied that 
previous confession. 
Palinsk.i's sentencing date is ten-
tatively set for Dec. 23. He could 
receive up to 33 years in prison. 
He will also be tried later this 
month for solicitation to commit 
murder for hire, a Class X felony. 
That c harge w as tacked o n in 
October 2002 after Wheaton police 
overheard Palinski's plans to hire 
someone to kill one of the witness-
es to the March 18 arson. 
This charge can bring a sentence 
of 20 to 40 years if convicted. 
Campus 
Find o ut how you could live 
in the "Superdonn" next fa ll , 
s ig n-up starts soon 
Pagel 
Orchestra funks i t up for lunch 
Charles Kushner!The Chronicle 
Nicholas Tremulus (left) and his Orchestra blend rock and funk at a free lunchtime concert in 
the Concert Hall of the Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
Carter gives two cents about tuition 
0 College president responds to legislature about education funding proposal 
By Chris Coates 
Editor-in-Chief 
Columbia students could lose most 
of their federal funding if the college 
elects to raise its tuition rates more than 
the national average under the terms of 
a proposed bill in the U.S. House of 
Representatives. 
The bill aims to curb the skyrocket-
ing costs of higher education across the 
nation by placing limits on how much a 
college can increase tuition charges 
over a three-year period. If a college 
raises charges above the established 
rate, it faces possible penalties imposed 
by the federal government. 
The bill affects all colleges, includ-
ing private institutions such as 
Columbia. 
In a blistering Oct. 23 letter sent to 
the Illinois congressional delegation. 
college President Warrick L. Carter 
asked members to vote down the price 
control legislation. 
" I would urge you, as a member of 
Congress, to act cautiously when 
re viewing legislative remedies to stem 
rising tuition costs," Carter wrote, 
according to a copy of the two-page let-
ter given to The Chronicle. 
Carter said that such limits would 
"penal ize" tuition-dependent schools 
such as Columbia. The college is as 
much as 90 percent tuition-driven. with 
tuition dollars paying for new technolo-
gy and .. heightened security measures 
that have been introduced following 
A&E 
terror attacks in New York," the copy of 
the letter stated. 
In the letter, Carter pointed to "dou-
ble-digit percentage increases in health 
insurance premiums and for liability 
insurance cost increases of20 to 30 per-
cent'' as a factor in increasing student 
tuition rates. 
And while tuition has increased 
more than 8.4 percent since the 
beginning of the 2000-200 I academ-
ic year. Carter said the idea of lump-
ing all schools together- whether its 
Columbia, Northwestern University 
or the University of Illinois- is 
unfair to students. 
Nationally, 2003-2004 tuition 
charges for undergraduate, four-year 
private college students increased 5.7 
percent since last year, according to 
data obtained by the College Board. 
Meanwhile. Columbia's undergradu-
ate tuition charges are more than 8 per-
cent below the national average for 
four-year. private institutions. 
''Tuition changes are detennined by 
a lot of things and to create one type of 
cookie-cutter approach would be detri-
mental. .. Carter said. 
Under the terms of the proposed bill, 
the Affordability in Higher Education 
Act of 2003. the U.S. Department of 
Education could place limits on the 
amount colleges can increase its tuition 
charges. 
All colleges in the United States 
must annually re(X)rt tuition and class 
fee charges to the Department of 
Education. 
If the new bill goes into effect, start-
ing in 2008, any school that increases 
its tuition and fee charges faster than 
the rate of innation over three years 
must clarify the hikes to the U.S. 
Department of Education. 
If a college continues to raise its 
tuition, the government can move to 
reduce or eliminate its federal funds as 
a penalty. The cuts would be made to 
campus-based aid such as work-study, 
but not student-based aid like Pel! 
Grants or federal loans. 
The cuts could go into effect as early 
as 2011. 
According to data obtained by The 
Chronicle. Columbia's rate of tuition 
increases since 2000 do not place the 
college in danger of losing federal 
funds. 
..If your institution deems it can only 
survive by increasing tuition. the stu-
dents at your institution lose I federal 
funding ]."' said Chris Simmons. assis-
tant director of Government Relations 
for the American Council on 
Education. 
Minority and low-income students 
are particularly at risk- they benefit 
most from aid. according to Simmons. 
The possible modilication also has 
political ramiticmions at the public col-
lege level. While any ch:mges in tuition 
at private schools arc approved from 
within. the state boards of education or 
See Carter, Page 4 
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A curmudgeon's Christmas 
MONDAY 
Aliki Bamstonc is giving a poetry reading at 5:30p.m. in The 
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. Bamstone's poems 
and translations have appeared in The American Poetry 
Review, The New England Review and Boulevard. For more 
information, call (312) 344-8138. 
British performance artist and artist-in-residence Aaron 
Williamson is giving a lecture at 6:30p.m. in Conway Center 
of the II 04 Center, II 04 S. Wabash Ave. Williamson, who 
became deaf over the course of 20 years, uses various media 
for his work including video, sculpture, choreography and 
text. 
Jazz Gallery is at The Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 
at I 0 a.m. The free concert features students from the Jazz 
Studies Program. For more information, call (312) 344-
6 179. 
TUESDAY 
I t's beginning to look a lot like Christmas this year ... only sooner. 
The Christmas lights are already up on 
Michigan Avenue and "Pumpkin Plaza" 
is gone--replaced with the pylons for 
the Daley Center's Christmas tree. 
Windows at Marshall Field's will be 
redecorated; Navy Pier will be next. 
Soon, the music will change and eggnog 
will make its triumphant return to White 
Hen Pantries everywhere. Hooray! 
Before long, we'll be smack in the 
middle of another holiday season. And if 
the powers that be have their way, we'll 
be spending our way into another year 
of debt. Happy Holidays! 
In the age of hyper-consumerism, the 
switch from Halloween to Christmas, a 
period that once didn' t crescendo until 
after Thanksgiving, lasts about three 
hours-approximately the lengrh of time 
it takes the workers at The Container 
Store to put out rolls of reindeer and 
snowmen wrapping paper. 
That means we have two whole 
months devoted to shopping and spend-
ing and wrapping and cooking and 
preparing for a 24-hour period in 
December. We have two months to max 
our credit cards out! We have two whole 
months to feel guilty that we can't 
afford anything! Take your time. 
It means we take a sixth of the year to 
get ready for 11365 of a year. 
If such a sprint was done for a good 
reason, there wouldn't be a problem. 
But the Yuletide season has been 
hijacked. 
Call me a curmudgeon, but Christmas 
is consumerism run amok. And it's get-
ting worse. 
Data released last month predicts 
The film A Day on the Force, directed by Columbia alumni 
Ronit Bczalel and Lauric Little, is screening at 6 p.m. in H r--:-------------, 
4yeanagoin 
Th~ Chroniele 
Hokin Hall of the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash 
Ave. For more information, call (312) 344-7185. 
The Tuesday night concert series is featuring Music 
Department students performing with a faculty trio. Doua 
Lofstrom will play bass, Frank Donaldson will play drums • ._Th_e_C_h-ro-n-ic_l_c_lc_a_d_s_w_i_th_w_o-rd-of-th-'c 
and Thomas Gunther will play piano. The event is at The Blackstone Hotel 's closure in the Nov. 
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave., at 7 p.m. For more 15, 1999 edition. The shut down came 
information, call (3 12) 344-61 79. within weeks of findings by the city that 
WEDNESDAY 
The ASL-English InteTprctation Department is sponsorins an 
Open House--with games, ratllcs, food and performances-to 
commernora1e their lOth year at Columbia. The event begins • 
12 p.m. in the Hokin Gallery of the Wabash Campus Buildillfl, 
623 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (312) 344-7837. 
THURSDAY 
Wise Ass lmprov Comedy Night is featuring the Surly Lawn 
Jockeys and talent from the Columbia Theater Department The 
free event is at 7 p.m. in the Hokin Annex, Wabash Campus 
Building. 623 S. Wabash Ave. For more information, call (312) 
344-7185. 
Ensemble Kaboul, traditional music from Afghanistan, is per-
forming at I p.m in the II 04 Center, II 04 S. Wabash Ave. For 
more information, call (312) 344.{;6SO. 
FRIDAY 
The Dance Center is sponJOring two performances by the Mcree 
Cunningham Dance Comp-dll)l today and tomorrow at 8 p.m. The 
performances arc at the }<Y,<n W. and Irving ll. Harris Theater for 
Mu.•ic and Dance, 20S P.. Kandolph St. 'lickct prices ranae from 
SI S to $48. For more information, ca ll (3 12) 344-8300. 
If you have an upcoming event or 
announcement, call The Chronicle's 
newt desk at (312) 344-7255. 
c3i.UMIIA CHIONICtl 
....,, a · 1 ...., ,... , • ., ... 
no you like cindy com? 
Y•: 4t petunt Nol M 1*CMt 
~-~.odm 
showed more than I 00 code violations-
including asbestos-laden air ducts and 
faulty elevators- inside the historic, 
30S-room hotel at 636 S. Michigan Ave. 
The hotel sits just south of Columbia's 
South Campus Building, 624 S . 
Michigan Ave. 
Plans for rehab by the Blackstone's 
new owner, cx-Bcatlcs spiritual adviser 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, fell through in 
2000. 
The structure is on the market for $35 
million. No word yet on any sale. 
L8te addition 
• An associate director of Student 
FIMnCial Services was named last week, 
acconling to a collcgcwidc announcement 
by Columbia Vice President of Finance 
Mike DeSalle. 
Timothy Bauhs, the new addition to 
the tinuncial services department, wus the 
former Associate Comptroller und IJursur 
of the lllinoi1 Institute of'J'cchnoloi!Y. 
Security advlaory hoax 
• An udvi1ory circulating Co lumbiu 
warnln11 thut $32,000 worth of UI'S uni -
form• purchMed f'rom eOuy Is fulsc, 
accordln11 to un official with the U.S. 
Ocpurtrncnt or llomcland Security. 
Bllng,bllng 
• The nat ional office of the TV 
Academy wi ll award three $40,000 
lcholarthipl . 'J'wo or tho IChOiatlhlpl 
aro Tru11cc Suho larthlpl and will be 
awarded to 11udon11 who Intend to tnl\)or 
Americans will spend more than S2 bil-
lion during the fourth quarter of 2003-
by far the highest out of the entire year. 
Even with a weak economy, indications 
are consumers arc secure and willing to 
spend more money than ever. In 2002, 
the average American coughed up about 
$800 for gifts. 
The same was true last year when, in 
an even darker economy, consumer 
spending jumped 2 percent. 
The problem is, Americans arc mak-
ing less money even while they' re 
splurging more on Christmas gifts. 
While the economy is steadily improv-
ing, the nation's employment numbers 
are down and spending numbers are up. 
In short, the numbers don't jive. 
So why arc Americans willing to max 
out credit cards, live paycheck to pay-
check and tap into their nest egg for one 
day out of the year? 
For one, the deals arc tempting. Hard 
to pass up sales, easy credit, incredibly 
low interest rates and fast cash from tax 
cuts translate into a multimillion-dollar 
influx of cash for the economy. 
Ironically, dumping hundreds of mil-
lion dollars back into the economy is 
exactly what it needs to regain some 
footing. 
You could credit such brash spending 
to the bourgeois consumer machine, 
which has transformed Christmas into 
the most profitable spending spree of the 
fiscal year. It's not a new concept for 
marketers. Just ask Herbert Birch 
Kingston, a Cleveland candy maker who 
created "Sweetest Day" in 1922. Today, 
Hallmark has seized "Sweetest Day" 
and made it the autumn answer to 
Valentine's Day. 
in television, telecommunications or a 
similar communications-related field at 
four-year colleges or universities. The 
application deadline for the Trustee 
Scholarship is Dec. 9. 
For more information on how to 
apply, call the Midwest TV Academy 
office at (312) 43S-1825. 
Say cheeae 
• The Photography Department is 
sponsoring a lecture by Wendy Ewald 
Nov. 13 at 6 p.m. in the Wabash Campus 
Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave. For more 
than 30 yean, the educator and photog-
rapher has created programs to engage 
children around the world in using cam-
eras to express themselves and examine 
their lives, communities and cultures. 
Get a mantra 
• "Siva Yoga & Thought 
Manifestation" presented by Sri 
Siva will take place Nov. 13 at 6:30 
p.m. in the faculty lounge of the 
South Campus Building, 624 S. 
Michigan Ave. 
Sri Siva seeks to share his teachings 
on getting beyond the logical conscious-
ness and manifesting one's thoughts by 
providing practical tools to help people 
create mensurable results in every aspect 
of life. 
N•me dropping 
• In nnticipution of the academic cal-
endar chuni!C, orgnnizcrs of the onnuul 
sprin11 cclchrution of student pcrfurm-
uncc work, Mnyfcst/Manifcst, will drop 
the Muyfcst purt uf the numc but retain 
Munlfcst. This yenr's festivul will cui-
minute In the llrst-cver snlc of student 
work . 
Meet the producer 
• A converutlun with nlumnus 
Rubert Telt1l, producer uf Hurh•rslwp 
nnd M"' 11( llmwr, is un N11v. 2S nt the 
Merle Reskln Theater, 60 13. Onlbu Ave . 
l 'he event l1 l'ree to students, l'bculty 11111 
ltnfl' with 10 and alumni. 
Admlulun lOr tho 11cnoral publlu Ia 
$5, with pmuocd1 bcnclltlng the 
But Christmas is different- full of 
traditions, pageantry and good cheer. 
Such details are the reason Americans 
are infatuated with the holidays. We 
want to relive our childhood. 
That's why we spend so much year 
after year. 
Thus, the unmitigated holiday sea-
son--when nonnally sane, conscience 
and thrifty patrons crack- is the perfect 
time for retailers to catch up on lost 
clientele. 
In 2002, more than 22 percent of the 
year's entire retail sales came during 
November and December. 
By extending the season into 
November, early spending often carries 
over well into mid-November and 
beyond. As any red-blooded American 
knows, once you start buying its hard to 
stop. That's why day after Thanksgiving 
sales are so popular. And not so popular 
north of the border. 
Since 1992, the Canadian-based 
activist group Adbustcrs has promoted 
the Friday after Thanksgiving as "Buy 
Nothing Day." (For the record, 
Canadians celebrate Thanksgiving in 
October due to the earlier harvest.) 
Coincidentally, a group of Canadian 
Mennonites suggests do ing away with 
commercialism altogether with "Buy 
Nothing Christmas." 
Both groups say Christmas should be 
about families and friends and less about 
what's under the tree. They should try 
explaining that to a I 0-ycar-old on 
Christmas Eve. 
Maybe those Canadians arc right. I'm 
not buying a damn thing this year. Bah, 
humbug! 
--ccoates@chroniclemail.com 
Columbia College Chicago Open Doors 
Scholarship Fund for Chicago Public 
High School students. For more infor-
mation call (312) 344-7280. 
Constructive criticism 
• A representative from Noble 
Mosaic, a division of Noble &: 
Associates Advertising, will review stu-
dent reels and portfolios on Nov. II at 
IOa.m. 
The representative will review motion 
designers, interactive designers, art 
directors, print designers and copywrit-
ers. To schedule a review, contact Dirk 
Matthews at (312) 344-7620 or e-mail 
dmatthcws@colum.edu. 
AtcuWtather 7-cl~ 
forecast for Cblc:aao 
CAMPUS NEWS 3 
0 
·By Jon!an Jroka 
Assisfal\tHe~Edblr 
S. Plymouth Court 
Congress Parkway. , 
But the 'construe meal plan to be used in the food 
Univ,ersity / Centec of J go£,- · court of ?university Center. TWo 
'>which $)iy'g~ stu-;; _peopl~ ~ill· l!)lare the double deltp'e 
dent(! counllywben rooms~··{I'IJpwrooms, of wboch 
Columbia~ 20 beds,·wiJl have no 
bedroom; bUt will have a bathroom. 
This' ,Style will cost $7,106 plus 
, " $2, I 5Q for the .Jneal plan; Th~ regu-
1< llnivel:(lt ies, , will lar~emJ-suite wjll alsoJ~ven"' bed-
=====-.......::;,;.~:7"-;,---, · incr_ease )I the ¥m"'unr pf . beds " room and'<'w illdwuse two people, 
CoiJJmbia has fromSOd t0'11h6f;(]i%, 'b ut the 'bathr9Qm,will connect !WI) 
· · ')poom~ and~~bat:d.by four_peo-
··"'f ple., The c,ost of this 100m WJit be 
,,(S,<i,6)8 plus S~ 159 ,.foul\e meal 
,; p)an, an,<Y Colul)lb)a ''w iU ·haye 400 
beds in thi5 ~ty\e. • 
'the ~idence ~nter will cost 
[n~w sJU4~9t app 1. $7, 1~5, and theJ wo dift;erent siyles 
.hand, but current students .-of ~oo.ms at the residenCe ball on 
Congress farkw~y will CIJSI S7., l ~5 
and $1!.162 .. ,~,. •t•'' 
KeUy said he did not expect a.ll ' Students will kn"'w which build· 
·stu<lent,s to select t}le University'!< in&~ wjl!,be li:ying in when they 
Center for their bousing because it_,p sign their contract, )ho)lgh actual 
. is fnore o;xpensive than Columbia's "' room and tOOmmate assignmenl!l 
other dorms. • . ,,· x wUI not~ given out ugtil summer. 
' Un.iversiiy Cente,r Will offer four O!lk,c;.s ~.ai.ci th)lt the heavy push 
differentiypc;;s ojtOOJI,lS. <'A>Iumbia., for tlie)&nu;.iy' contnict campaign 
which will occupy about 40 percent • will begin at the end of the month 
of the cen(er, will have 23K beds in ' witlt lljlllouncements arid advenilo· 
four-bedroom, apartment style ing. Oakes ~so said that letters will 
rooins. These rooms feature tw9 be mailed or possibly e-mailed to 
t\atbtOOms a.nd a lcitchen. Studeots stud011t.s aod parenlll explaining the 
in. these tOOrns will eac~ have their specifics. oflhe contract campaign. 
own bedroom, but will shlire a b;lth· "People are seeing the new build-
room with anot~er pel'l!on. Tbe ing and WftiOtto know how they can 
. rooms cost $9,243 year. , live there," Oakes' said. 
Two-bedroom apartment .siyle DePaul University began their 
Tooms will also have two bath- appliC!Ition process for University 
rooms and a k.itchen, but students Center on Nov. I. 
will share a bedroom with another Jakes said that Columbia bas its 
student. . Columbia will have 24 rooms reierved and • both DePaul 
. beds in these ro~s, 'Which .ylll and Rooseyelt's contra<;\ proce: 
cost$7,961?' ,. x ;,. .t dures will ~ have no affect on 
Students jiving -in the t;vo types COlumbia ~tudents. 
Free ride, no catch 
o Bus shuttle will provide students with transportation 
By Lisa Balde 
Managing Ednor 
The trial run for a new bus shuttle 
service could be scheduled for as early 
as next semester, a Columbia official 
said. 
Although plans are still being final-
ized, the shuttie will transport students 
to various points of campus and possi· 
bly - to surrounding train stations, 
according to Mike Debish, vice presi· 
dent of Facilities and Operations. 
"We're looking at proposals for a trial 
run," said Mark Kelly, vice president of 
student affairs. 
Kelly said that once the costs of the 
project are broken down, the school will 
have a clearer perspective of the possi-
bilities of the service to the students. 
The shuttle plan is in response to a pro-
posal for intercampus transportation by 
the Student Government Association 
nearly two years ago. 
The SGA initially submitted the pro-
posal for a bus shuttle in an effort to sat· 
isfy concerns senators were getting 
from students about campus safety. 
In the past, the school may have been 
hesitant to invest in a service such as 
this, because of uncertainties about sru-
dent response, said SGA President 
Justin Kulovsck. But according to 
Kulovsek, the venture will be a success. 
''This is an issue that the SGA has 
tried to tackle last year," Kulovsek s;oid, 
"and this year it's going to happen. I 
think students will use this service, and 
it's a necessity for a school our size." 
This isn't the forst time the school 
attempted to implement a shuttle serv· 
ice. Several years ago, according to 
Kelly, transportation was put into place 
to travel between II th and Harrison 
streets. The effort received very low 
ridership, according to Kelly. 
This trial run is intended to help col-
lege officials determine whether or not 
the service will benefit a population that 
is larger than ever before. Debish pre· 
dieted that it will not only show how 
many students will utilize the service, 
but also which destinations will be the 
most beneficial for them. 
A possible bus route could include 
service points as far south as 14th Street 
and as far northwest as Union Station 
and Ogilvie Transportation Center, 
according to Debish. "I would almost 
like to take a poll of the campus to sec 
when the service is needed," he said. 
So far, proposals of timetables for the 
service include 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 9 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. and 3 p.m. to I 0 p.m. 
But Debish speculates that determin-
ing factors such as these will take longer 
than just a semester. 
Some of the most reputable transit 
companies allow more than a year to 
find out the needs of its customers, 
Debish said. 
Columbia's installation of a bus shut-
tle may be part of a growing trend with 
urban colleges looking to connect their 
campus with some sort of transportation 
services. 
Loyola, Northwestern and DePaul 
universities already have shuttles in 
place. Each school has a downtown 
campus and uses the shuttle to transport 
students between locations for safety 
and convenience purposes. Debish 
immediately cited safety and conven· 
icnce when disc.ussing benefits of the 
shuttle. 
Having a later bus schedule will 
allow students a safer trip to the train 
and their classes, espeCially since it 
starts. getting dark around 3 p.m. in 
Chicago, he said. 
Debish said that Columbia has 
already received offers from neighbor· 
ing schools to split the cost of the shut-
tle and permit their students to utilize it 
too. 
Letting different schools on board 
may not be beneficial to Columbia stu-
dents, according to Debish. Too many 
different destinations might disrupt the 
shuttle's original mission: catering to 
the needs of Columbia's students. 
As of press time, the college is still 
detennining costs for the shuttle and is 
currently looking for a firm that will 
best satisfY the needs of Columbia's 
urban campus. The shuttle's first run is 
slated for the first day of the spring 
semester. 
"If the service is timely and consis-
tent," Debish said, "I think eventually 
it'll catch on ... especially during the 
winter." 
SOC gets new websites 
Bv Jamie Murnane 
SlaffWriter 
Gathered around a conference 
table in the Hub inside the II 04 
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave ., for 
their monthly meeting on Nov. 5, 
members of the Student Organization 
Council were presented with the lat· 
est feature that will benefit the 
group-a new and improved Office 
of Student Leadership website. 
According to Dominic Cottone, 
director of student leadership, the new 
website should be up and running after 
approval in about a week or two. 
The website will include all the 
information that current and prospec~ 
tive student organizations, the Student 
Government Association, and those 
students participating in intramural 
sports would need, such as contact 
information and how to join or start 
an organization. 
"You'll never have to come pick up 
a piece of paper again," Cottone said. 
Also, all the information that is in lhc 
SOC handbook will be available on the 
new website. According to Conone, 
the new site will be a useful tool in 
which students and community mem-
bers who aren't involved can become 
aware of what the SOC has to offer. 
" It 's a great way for us to market 
ourselv~. " rottone said, "and it's a 
way to tci~ _oplc, 'hey, we have stuff 
going on,' instead of just using nicrs 
a ll the time." 
In addition to the new Office of 
Student Leadcr.;hip website, each of the 
45 student organizations Gust five less 
than the total number of organizations 
for the entire 2002-2003 school year) 
will have their own sites. There will be 
links from the SOC website to each 
organization's individually created and 
maintained sites. 
Before, Cottone said, student organi-
zations could have their own websitcs 
on various host sites where they were 
linked from the old student leadership 
site. · However, the Office of Student 
Leadership will now provide each 
organization with their own web space 
to promote their groups. 
Cottone said the office came across 
fairly affordable web space from an 
outside vendor, and the organizations 
will be lumped togelhcr on the new 
website that will be linked from the 
new student leadership site. Many 
SOC members seemed excited about 
being able to produce their own sites 
to inform people of what's going on. 
" I sec it as another opportunity for 
public relations for our organization as 
well as Columbia as a whole," said 
Kcanya Toran-Ncal. RAW Multimedia 
president. She said the RA \V website, 
when live, will fcaturc·samplcs of stu-
dent work in television, radio and writ-
ing to give students a better idea of 
what the group docs. 
The improvement of Intcrrict pres-
ence, according to Cottone, is elemen-
tal in getting more students involved. 
"That shows the health of 
Columbia," he said. "It makes us really 
stand out." 
The student organization website 
should be up in about a montl1, and indi-
vidual organization sites will be added 
as they are created. The website address 
is www.cccstudcntorgani7..ations.com 
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A week in the lives of writers Motorcycle accident 
claims student's life 0 This year's talent includes a Pulitzer Prize-winner, a screenwriter iind faculty 
By Scotty Carlson 
Staff Writer 
Father. I Remember You. Steinberg, a 
former minor league baseball pitcher, 
released his memoir Still Pitching ear-
lier this year. 
Week even~ which is typically held in 
the spring. o Family: Theater major had dreams of Hollywood 
As a pan of Columbia's annual 
Creative Nonfiction Week, the English, 
Journalism and Fiction Writing depan-
ments will honor and celebrate one of 
the most popular and controversial 
genres in the literary world. 
The free even~ which runs from 
Nov. I 0 to Nov. 14, will take place at 
Columbia's Alexandroff Campus 
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave., in the 
Ferguson Theater. 
Creative nonfiction is an expansive 
genre of writing, grounded in journal-
ism and encompassing memoirs, biog-
raphies, research and facrual stories. The 
catch, narurally, is that there is no room 
for fabrication or fiction in the style. 
"What we stress is the artfulness of 
telling a true story," said Tom 
Nawrocki of Columbia's English 
Department. "You can use fictional 
techniques, like dialogue and imagery, 
but for it to be creative nonfiction, it 
needs to be a true story." 
The week will feature a sle}Y of 
nationally recognized authors speaking 
about the craft and their own true sto-
ries, beginning with Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning Tracy Kidder on Nov. 10. Kidder 
is the author of books such as Home 
Town and House, which tell the stories 
of people from small towns and retire-
ment homes. 
Authors Sue Silverman and Michael 
Steinberg, both editors of the seminal 
creative nonfiction magazine The 
Fourth Genre, will be featured on 
Tuesday. Silverman won the 
Association of Writing Programs 
award for nonfiction for her first mem-
oir, Because I Remember Terror, 
Fire Continued from Front Page 
put sprinklers [in] the five buildings," 
said Debish. "If lwei are given a four-
to five-year window, it. is certaiiuy 
double." 
''Chicago is the last of the big cities 
to adopt a sprinkler retrofit ordinance," 
said Kenneth E. lsrnan, P.E., assistant 
vice president of engineering at the 
National Fire Sprinkler Association. 
Amending fire codes to include sprin-
klers is pan of a nationwide drive to 
inaease the safety of buildings. 
"City co unci Is and the state pass 
laws that you have to meet these codes 
but don't lOSs any money after it. 
Usually you end up passing the cost 
onto the studen~" said Doug Garrard, 
associate director of housing and food 
service at the University of Texas at 
Austin, who has supervised a SIS mil-
lion retrofit during the last four years in 
13 residence halls. Garrard said a S 15 
fee was built in to the housing rate to 
defray the cosu of improvemenu. 
Sprinkler systems, which are con-
sidered to be a key element in fighting 
a fire, are nO! required in certain build-
ings in Chicago based on their age and 
construction. The college has five 
high-rise buildings, which fall into that 
category. The Residence Center at 73 1 
S. Plymouth Court is the only building 
on campus that is completely equipped 
with sprinklers. Other buildings have 
sprinklers installed "here and there," 
said Debish, but most noors do not. 
The Alc:xandrofT Campus Building, 
600 S. Michigan Ave.; the 1104 Center, 
1104 S. Wabash Ave.; 623 Wabash 
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash 
Ave.; and the South Campus Building, 
624 S. Michigan Ave. could all be 
affected by the proposed city ordi-
nance. 
"It's definitely a decision-making 
process that is going to be very difli-
cult for the city lawmaktrs and we' re 
all sitting with lr•ted breath 1o sec how 
they handle this thing," he said. 
Columbia has a safety plan that is in 
compiJancc with city fire codes, ofli -
cials insist. 
facility manalll'rl and adrniniftra· 
tivc assistant. cornpri!IC the collet~•'• 
voluntur fire marshals, which Iotal 
more tlwl 70, said Mllllha Meegan, 
dir«-'lor of campu• safety. Their job i• 
to cmure studcnll evacuate a buildin11 
Filmmaker-author Stan West, pro-
ducer of the film Diversity in Ook 
Park, "'ill lead Wednesday. Later that 
day, Beverly Donofrio will speak. 
Donofrio, who authored Riding in Cars 
With Boys, the basis for the Drew 
Barrymore film of the same name, is 
also a commentator for National Public 
Radio. 
In addition to authors, Creative 
Nonfiction Week will also offer its 
trademark panel discussions on journal-
ism. The first, to be held Nov. 12, is 
titled "Breaking into Print." The sec-
ond, Thursday's "Creative Approaches 
to Profile Writing," will feature Robert 
Kurson, a contributing editor from 
Esquire magazine, and NPR panelist 
Charles P. Pierce, among others. 
The event will conclude the evening 
of Nov. 13 with a reading of nonfiction 
pieces by Columbia students, primarily 
from those involved with the genre's 
three disciplines. According to faculty 
involved with the program, allowing 
students the chance to tell their own sto-
ries is often the climax of the event. 
"The most exhilarating thing for me 
was reading my worlc aloud to my 
classmates and hearing theirs," said 
Eric May, a member of the Fiction 
Writing faculty. "It's the ~ngest affir-
mation that you made the right decision 
to be a pan of that discipline." 
This is the fourth Creative 
Nonfiction Week the three departments 
have presented at Columbia. The event 
began four years ago as a response to 
the Fiction Writing Department's Story 
properly in the event of an emergency. 
The college is also updating its 
emergency response manual, a 50-
page guide that "covers everything 
from a plane hitting a building to 
school closings," according to Debish. 
The manual will be available for view-
ing and downloading through 
Columbia's website once it is com-
plete. 
Fire evacuation procedures are 
printed in the student handbook, and 
plans are posted near exits on all noors 
of college buildings, Meegan said. 
The issue of whether stairwell doors 
should be locked has been heavily con-
tested following the fire at the Cook 
County Administration Building. 
''Tile only door handle that should 
be to the door that lets I someone I out 
of the building," Debish said. "In the 
event that a stairwell gets smoke in it, 
you are going down it by feel. It pres-
ents a risk in that someone could com-
promise the safety of the stairwell." 
Most of the college's stairwells are 
rated to withstand fires for two hours, 
but Debish said he "wouldn't be sur-
prised if there was a stairwell that was 
not fire rated." 
Debish and Mee~n both stated that 
they would wait to receive the city 
ordinance that ordered stairwells be 
unlocked before any action is taken to 
amend Columbia's current fire safety 
and evaction policy. 
Whether sprinklers arc required is 
pending approval of a city council pro-
"Since we offer a creative nonfiction 
minor shared among the three depan-
ments, we decided to do something in 
the fall to bring some really interesting 
writers to the campus, like in Story 
Week," Nawrocki said. 
According 10 Nawrocki, Creative 
Nonfiction Week was also created to 
satisfY the craving that modem readers, 
including students, have developed 
fact-based writings. 
"If you go into any bookstore, the 
nonfiction section is almost always 
larger than fiction," Nawrocki said. 
"People are genuinely interested in 
reading nonfiction these days, and there 
are plenty of great stories out there to be 
told." 
The nonfiCtion narrative has existed 
for some time, beginning long ago with 
the personal essay and including such 
notable authors as Mark Twain and 
Richard Wright. In the 1960s, the genre 
was invigorated, adding the name 
"New Journalism," led by journalists 
such as Tom Wolfe and Hunter S. 
Thompson. 
Despite its current popularity, the 
genre has struggled for an identity and 
acceptance from other writers for some 
time. The genre was still being disre-
garded as recent as October of 1997 
when Vanity Fair roasted the style, call-
ing it "intense navel gazing." 
"It used to be nonfiction had the con-
notation of being either boring histories 
with nothing but facts and dates, or per-
sonal memoirs," Nawrocki said. 
"Creative nonfiction uses facts, but has 
changed the style so it tells a story in a 
way that makes it interesting." 
Alt/The Cluonic:le 
In 1999, welders sparked a fire 
in the Museum of 
Contemporary Photography. 
posalthat was suggested by Alderman 
By Andrew Greiner 
Slaf!Writer 
Her bags were packed. She bought 
her plane ticket to California and antic-
ipated the spoils of Hollywood. 
Nichole R. Bloomfield, 22, had six 
months until she would graduate with 
a theater degree from Columbia. Her 
friend Tom Jikomes was working out a 
movie deal, and he wanted her in the 
production. . 
She was going to look at an apan-
ment in L.A. thac was near the beach. 
Jikomes ·planned to introduce her to 
some of his industry contacts. 
Her night was on Aug. 12,2003, but. 
she never got on the plane. 
. That same day, with just a few hours 
before her flight l.eft, Nichole 
Bloomfield was killed in a motorcycle 
accident. 
She was visiting a friend,. Adam 
Blaylock, 22, in Moline, Ill., not too 
far from her home town of Viola, m. 
Blaylock offered her a ride on his 
brother's motorcycle, said Jason 
Dobbins, a friend of Blaylock. The 
two didn' t get far before Blaylock lost 
control of the bike and crashed into a 
concrete po$t and a parked van. 
Neither rider was wearing a helmet, 
police said. 
· "Nichole had the look, she had the 
personality; I thOught she would go 
far. I was going to help her get start-
ed," Jikomes said. "She was a sweet 
girl with great aspirations." 
Jikomes said he is beginning pro-
duction on his film, Lost in 
Hollywood. 
"Nichole would have definitely 
been a part of the production," he said. 
Nichole Bloomfield's dream of 
Hollywood carne as no $urprise to her 
mom, Vicki Bloomfield, who said that 
her daughter had always been into per-
forming. 
"I have videos of her when she was 
really little, climbing up on the COWl-
tertops and dancing," Vicki 
Bloomfield said. "She always loved 
dancing. In junior high she was a 
cheerleader, because that was all that 
was offered, and then she was a pom-
pon all through high school." 
Nichole Bloomfield was a theater 
major, with a dance minor, at 
Columbia. Enisa Yurtsever, 24, 
remembers her from an improvisation 
class they had together. 
''11lere was this game we used to 
play where we would say our name 
and then do an action, to make it easy 
for people to remember each others' 
Edward M. Burlce ( 14th Ward) in June. set any tuition changes 
"Sprinklers save lives," Garrard schools for public schools. 
said. "You're not worried about saving new bill could pit the state author-
your facility You're not worried about against the federal government in 
saving the belongings in there. If you oner•nm"'". '" how much is too much for 
have an actual fire in there you are students to pay. 
worried about saving lives." federal and stnte governments 
"We're going to be at the mercy of see eye to eye, students are left in a 
the city," Meegan said. "If the city said Simmons. 
determines through this tragedy that those who penned the legislation 
there needs to be new procedures or it should not go that far, according to 
new ordinances set forth, we will abide in the office of one of the bill's 
accordingly." 
"I don't tl1ink there are a lot of schools 
thut could really get dinged by this," said 
Jason Delisle, a legislative assistant in 
the office of Rep. Thomas Petri (R-
Wis.), a co-sponsor of the bill. Petri tllso 
serves on the House's Commincc on 
Education und the Worktorcc. 
Delisle said the bill would simply 
force colleges to seriously look ot its 
spending ond spread significant hikes 
over u longer period. 
"There ore wuys to sort of get IU'Ound 
it by citin11 when und how to increase 
tuition," he sold. 
As for Columbiu 's students, their 
tuition bills will probably keep growin11. 
"In order for us to stay competitive 
Flit/The Chronlclt with ull tho thint~s we hove In rncdin nnd 
A fire In May 2003 In the Alexandroff Center 600 S Ml hi A arts ... we have to hove some tuition 
• · c gan va. increuttes " Carter sold 
cauaed the fifth floor to fill with amoke. "We'd, like 10 mmko those decisions 
names. Nichole's sign was to wipe her 
thumb on her nose like gangsters do. 
When we saw each other in the halls 
we would do our signs; it was a cool 
way to say 'hi'," Yurtsever said. 
"Nichole was very sweet, friendly 
and creative. She was very lively and 
fun to be with. It's sad because she 
was so young," Yurtsever said. 
"She made everybody fee l like her 
best friend," her mom said. "One of 
the doormen from her apartment told 
me 'We've had people die in this 
building before, but I'll miss Nichole 
the most.' Last winter one of the door-
men got her a hat to keep her warm. 
That's the kind of person she was. She 
touched a lot of people's hearts," Vicki 
Bloomfield said. 
Nichole Bloomfield's mother left 
Viola occasionally to speoid time with 
her daughter in Chicago. The two 
were fond of taking photographs; -her 
mother said. They had photographs of 
everything. Her mother especially 
likes one photo taken two days before 
her.death. 
"It was a perfect picture of the way 
she lived her life: smiling and laugh-
ing," Vicki Bloomfield said. 
Nichole Bloomfield's mother is 
working to establish a memorial or 
scholatship fund with Columbia. 
Right now she is having her daughter's 
portrait etched into a number of bench-
es to give to family members fcir a 
keepsake. 
Blaylock crashed the 1980 Honda 
motorcycle at 9: I 5 p.m. in !lie 4600 
block of FoUrth Avenue, Moline;, Ill. 
Bloomfield was pronounced dead at 
the scene; Blaylock died 80 minutes 
later at the hospital, Moline police 
said. 
Nichole Bloomfield is survived. by 
her mother father Keith and brother 
Chad. She graduated from Sherrard 
High School in 1999. 
ourselves based on what are the econom-
ic circumstances and situations we face 
as opposed by something set by 
Congress," Carter said. 
Carter said he has not received any 
response from the letter. 
But at least one member of the delega-
tion tuld The Chronicle he agrees with 
Columbia's stance on the bill. · 
Rep. Danny L. Davis, whose district 
includes Columbia and 25 other schools, 
said that he plans to vote down the bill in 
Congress. 
"I don' t understand . how somebody 
con think that you CliJ'I kind of just unilat-
erally S\IY that \ve're going to put a cap 
on college tuition," Davis said. 
"That's like saying we're going to 
hove price control on bucon or caas or 
potatoes or whatever," he said: 
Duvis also pointed to reductions in 
fcdc111 funds by the Bush administration 
os n reason colleges are more reliant on 
tuition. 
"If this bill was going to address tho 
coots of post-secondary education, what 
it would-really do is put some money in 
so that the institutions could Opr:t*te." 
Davis said, "and not send all the money 
over to Iraq." 
Tho bill is cum:ntly betbnl tho House 
Committee on Education and the 
Workfu!llo. 
iPod and iTunes. Mac and Windows. Rock and Roll. 
Together, they changed the way we listen to music. And now everyone can enjoy the 
most acclaimed digital music player and music software ever created. Because now 
iPod and iTunes work together on a Windows PC the same way they always have on 
a Mac. Walk, ride, run, drive, and go anywhere with UP. to 10,000 songs in your pocket. 
. . RECEIVED 
NOV 1 1 2003 
Easy tO load, easy to love. COlUMBIA COLLEGE LIBRARY 
The ultra portable iPod comes in 10GB, 20GB, and 40GB models and holds up to 
10,000 songs. And iTunes makes it a cinch to organize, arrange, and sync all your 
music from your Mac or Windows PC to your iPod. 
Shop the record store of the 21st century. 
In the iTunes Music Store, you can download most any song for just 99C:, then load 
it on your iPod. You can also preview any song for free and create an account to let 
your kids shop for music. 
The Apple Store @ Columbia College Chicago 
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205 Chicago, IL 60605 
312-344-8622 
www.colum.edu/applestore 
u 
·;;; 
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Show-Off 
2003 Fall -Review 
Do you have a portfolio, reel, writing sample or other 
body of work? Want to show It off to an accomplished 
professional In your field? Jf .so, contact your career 
advisor by visiting the Career Center for Arts & Media 
or.llne or In person. 
www.colum.edu/c:•reers 
623 S. W•basll, Suite 300 I Columbia COLLf.OE CHICAGO ~ 
Early Registration for Spring 2004 semester begins December 1, 2003! 
. ,. 
Students MUST meet with a faculty advisor to receive an advising clearance 
before they can register online using OASIS. see your department for details. 
The registration days and times will be assigned according to academic standing.Your 
assigned registration time slot will be sent to you through your MYOASIS e-mail accout. 
Your userid for your MYOASIS e-mail accout is: Firstname.Lastname 
(good news--you don't have to go to one of the columbia computer labs to register this semester-you can 
rigester from anywhere using any computer with an Internet connectlonl) 
Need Help???? Plan to attend one of these OASIS Student workshops Nov. 12th 11:00-11:4Sam In the Ferguson Theater, 600 s. Michigan 
Nov. 14th 1:00-1:4Spm In the Hokln Hall, 623 s. Wabash 
Nov. 18th S:00-5:4Sptn In Hokln Hall, 623 s. Wabash 
OR contact the student Help o,esk: 312.344.7788 
student Help email: studentoasls@colum.edu 
Walk-In Help Desks: any of the open .computer labs 
s c h 0 I a r s h i p s 
F o r U n d e r g r a d u a t e Studen ts A t 
This week there will be an open 
forum in almost every department 
here at Columbia. These are 
informed meetings with food where 
.everyone can openly tillk about any 
issue on campus. These discussions 
can and should be about anything 
that affects the students. Whether it 
is a concern about requireil classes 
within a major or about the lack of a 
Student Center on campus, every-
thing will be discussed. The admin-
istration of our school, as well as all 
of our faculty and staff, need to hear 
what our concerns are. If the stu-
dents don't come out and suppon 
these forums nothing can change; 
nothing will change. So members of 
the Student Government strongly 
urge you to suppon your depan-
mcnt, support your senators, anQ, 
most imponantly, suppon the elTon 
to make Columbia the best it can be. 
-SGA PUBLIC RELATIONS 
COMMITTEE 
Contact Information 
E-mail: sga@colum.edu 
Phone: 312-344-6657 
Fax: 312-344-8423 
1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
Student Org. HUB/Office C 
Chicago, IL 60605 
Open: M-Th 10-4 
~ 6 • ·1 Edward L. and Marsha E. 
Morris Scholarship 
., 4 . $3000 m~~imu.m award for the 
,,( Spring 2004 semester. This 
sholarship is for outstanding 
full-time junior and senior level 
television students. 
Deadline: 
November 21, 2003 
Applications are available at: 
Office of Enrollment Management. 
600 S. Michigan. Room 300 
AI Parker Scholarship 
$1500 maximum award for the 
Spring 2004 semester. This 
scholarship is for outstanding 
full-time junior and senior level 
radio students. 
Deadline: 
November 21 , 3003 
Academic Advising. 
623 S. Wabash. Room 300 
SGANEWS SENATOR SPOTLIGHT 
Last Week's Minutes 
The following is a brief representation of what the Columbia Student Government Association discussed at the 
last senate meeting. 
-Meeting called to order at 5:10p.m. in the Hub of 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 
-Columbia Chronicle 
-Hopefully everyone noticed that there is now an SGA section in the Chronicle 
-Tell people about it so they know what we are doing as a government 
-Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Affairs addressed the senate and others in attendance 
-Topics discussed included: 
-Enrollment 
-New Scholarships becoming available 
-Career Center and the great jobs and internships it has available 
-New Student Convocation 
-Manifest (May 27) 
-Student Financial Service issues 
-Student Center (or lack there of) 
-Budget Cu11i 
-Other agenda items were tabled until next week's meeting 
-Minutes approved from previous week 
-Meeting adjourned at 6:0 I p.m. 
NEXT WEEK 
5 p.m. in the basement of 1104 S. Wabash Ave. (The Hub)! Issues tentatively to be discussed are: 
OPEN FORUMS, STUDENT CENTER, 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, 
MARK KELLY'S PRESENTATION 
Want to win a cool prize? Answer 
the following question and tum the 
answer into the SGA office. Only 
the first I 0 people will win! 
Q:Wbat bas It's owa reuoa for 
exiltillc? (lliat: read tills pace) 
Tidbits 
COMING NOW FROM THE SGA! 
This week, open forums in every 
depanment! Look for fliers around 
campus and departments to see 
when yours isl 
You want your concerns to be 
heard? Prove it! 
GOVERNING ADVICE 
"The imponant thing is not to stop 
questioning. Curiosity has its own 
reason for existing." 
-Alben Einstein 
Hey everyone, my name 
I am a graphic design major and never 
leave campus! J am that guy who just 
works too much. However, I do it for you 
guys. Some of the things I currently am 
invQived with arc: the public relations com· 
mittee of SGA, SGA webmasrcr, chair of 
the IBHE-SAC (Illinois Board of Higher 
Education Student Advisor}' Committee) 
public. information sub-committee, and 
IBHE-SAC wcbmastcr. Oh yeah, I also 
have classes (sometimes it's hard to 
remember them). Anyway, I play bass and 
sing in an indie rock/hardcore band called 
Burning in Effigy. Our next show is on 
November 22 at Joliet Junior College. This 
is a benefit show called Rock Against 
Rape. Admission is only I non-perishable 
food item. For more info on this event visit 
www.gettamished.com. 
Well that's about it for me, if you have any 
questions concerning anything at Columbia 
or just want to chat, drop by the SGA office 
or e--mail me at 
Michaei.Gallo@myoasis.colwn.edu. 
DOI!S COLUMBIA NI!I!D 
A CDITIIALIZED 
STUDENT CENTER? 
YESD NOD 
Tum into ony of the "ToM ll To The Box" 
Localiona (1104, 823 S . WobuhAIII .. 800 
S. Michigan) or ..tum to the SGA Office. 
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AI Franken no stranger to politics 
0 Comedian/author takes aim at right-wing Republicans 
By Bryan O'Keefe 
Knight RidderiTriule News Service 
(KRT CAMPUS) - While only 32 
percent of college srudents voted in 
the 2000 election and conventional 
wisdom says that many young adults 
feel alienated from the political 
process, well-known comedian and 
author AI Franken thinks that students 
should be aware of the impact politics 
has on their daily lives. 
"If you want to be something and 
have a job, you need to get interested 
in politics. Politics really does affect 
your future more than you know right 
now," Franken said in a recent inter· 
view from Los Angeles. 
Franken himself is no stranger to 
· politics and recently published his sec-
ond political book, Lies and the Lying 
Liars Who Tell Them: A Fair ,and 
Balanced Look at the RighJ. 
A follow-up to his first best-seller, 
Rush Limbaugh Is a Big Fat Idiot, his 
new book attacks what Franken 
describes as right-wing media, an 
institution that he claims distorts the 
truth and lies to promote conservative 
ideology and politicians. 
Franken also takes jabs at the Bush . 
administration on everything from the 
Florida recount, to the economy and 
recent war with Iraq. 
Franken said that college students 
should read his book because it stress· 
es the imponance of politics while 
keeping a sense of humor. 
"It cxp.Jains a lot in a funny way. It's 
very digestible. It's meant to be funny 
but also serious," Franken said. 
To help with his latest book, 
Franken recruited 14 college srudents 
from Harvard University, where 
Franken was serving as a fellow at the 
following the suit the book rocketed to 
the best-seller list. 
Most of Franken's political follow-
ers might also be surprised to learn 
that Franken's father was originally a 
member of the GOP. 
Franken said that his father even 
voted for Herbert Hoover twice, but 
Shorenstein Center for ,...----..,..,..-..,-...,.,...,.--
Press, Politics and Public 
Policy. 
The srudents received no 
academic credit for their 
work, but did help Franken 
with research and writing. 
Franken said that he was 
impressed with the caliber 
of students he encountered. 
"I was just amazed by 
their intellect, energy and 
enthusiasm," Franken said. L....:....-;...:.....;:....._;-..:..._;...:....z:....-'"".:...._;_ 
"I was really blessed to have the 
opportunity to work with students." 
While Franken's book had been 
widely anticipated in political circles, 
controversy over the title erupted 
when the Fox News Channel sued 
Franken, claiming that the words "fair 
and balanced" were part of the Fox 
News trademark. 
A judge eventually dismissed the 
lawsuit, but Franken ricvcr com· 
plaincd about the extra publicity that 
the legal wrangling generated. 
"I knew that the moment they sued 
me it was going to be a good thing for 
the book," Franken said, adding that 
switched parties in the 1964 election 
when the Republican nominee, Sen. 
Banry Goldwater, opposed the 1964 
Civil Rights Act, which e liminated 
segregation based on race. 
"My parents were very emotional 
about equal rights. They always taught 
me that bigotry had no place. In '64, 
dad just switched parties and voted for 
Johnson. But dad was a different kind 
of Republican from the ones you sec 
today and they just don't exist any-
more," Franken said. ''Those types of 
Republicans were like dad and 
switched parties." 
For those college st~J<!cnts unfamil-
iar with Franken's political work, they 
might bcrtcr. remember him from his 
days as a writer and actor on 
"Saturday Night Live." Franken's 
most famous role was that of self-help, 
feel good guru Stuart Smalley, which 
led to his 1995 movie Stuart Saves His 
Family. 
In addition to acting. Franken 
also was one of the show's most 
prolific writers, working for IS 
years and taking home four 
Emmys. 
"I got to work with an amazing 
number of great people and fabu-
lous writers," Franken said, men-
tioning gifted comedians such as 
Dan Aykroyd, Bill Murray, Dana 
Carvey, Phil Hartman and John 
Bclushi by name. 
Franken said that he began his 
own comedy carccr in second grade 
when he lead a group of male students 
in a parody of a skit performed by the 
female students. 
"I wrote a scathing parody and we 
made the girls cry," Franken said . 
Franken continued his comedy pur· 
suits in high school and college, taking 
on a partner and hitchhiking from his 
home state of Minnesota to L.A. to 
perform comedy routines. An agent 
eventually saw Franken and his part· 
ncr's talent and hooked the duo up 
with Lome Michaels, creator of 
"Saturday Night Live." 
" We got really lucky," Franken said. 
"Lome hadn't met us, but we still got 
hired. I always said that if he had met 
us, he wouldn't have hired us." 
Franken's advice to young comedi-
ans is that they should get serious 
about pursuing comedy as soon as 
possible. 
" Being the funny guy in class isn't 
enough," Franken said. "You have 
every opportunity in the world when 
you're in college. School is the best 
environment to get stuff done. If 
you' re thinking of comedy, do it now." 
As for what he is doing now, 
Franken said that he does have a keen 
eye on the 2oo4 election. While his 
book offers arguments on why the 
Bush administration should be 
replaced in the next election, Franken 
still remains noncommittal to a 
Democratic candidate. 
"I like about five of these guys right 
now, but we just don' t know. I want to 
sec how they perform in the primary 
campaign and go from there," Franken 
said. 
On a personal level, despite being 
admired in liberal political circles, 
Franken said that his own name won't 
be appearing on the ballot in the ncar 
future. 
Franken said that while he doesn't 
have an interest in personally running 
for office, he would like to remain 
active in politics and take on new chal-
lenges, possibly with a liberal radio 
show. 
Universit:r's newspaper Northwestern University code of 
~?~~~~~,~~!,~ conduct counts off campus too 
explanation on front page 
BY PhiliP Wtlzer 
The Vlgiliafi.PiJt 
(KRT CAMPUS) HAMPTON. 
Va. - The confiscation by Hampton 
University officials of the latest issue 
of the student newspaper could pose 
"an enormous setback" as the jour-
nalism school seeks to expand and 
attract toP-notch faculty and stu-
dents, said the school's new director. 
But the incident could initiate a 
healthy discussion on the value of 
fTce press and offer students a valu-
able real-life experience, he said. 
" It is a good lesson, and it's not 
going to be the last time in their 
careers when a publisher tells them 
to do something they don't want to 
do." said Chris Campbell, director of 
the university' s Scripps Howard 
School of Journalism and 
Communicarions. 
Two university employees confis· 
cated thousands of copies of the 
HampiOn Script from the newspaper 
office on the morning of Oct. 22, stu· 
dent editors said. 
The journalism school docs not 
oversee the newspaper. 
The paper-scheduled to be dis-
lribvted durina the university's 
homecomong this weekend-fea--
tured a front-page a rtic le> about 
rcunt health violation• at 
Hamp!orl's cafeteria, 
Most hav'c tlncc been COfTe<:ted, 
The Mry, ClmpbciiMid, carr1cd tho 
headline: *Caft~etla cleans up aet, 
tear• open." 
Adlllf f'resldcnt JoAm Haysbm 
1116 Mked tlw cdilort 10 pr1rtl her 1ft. 
tcr drkndlnt th. university on the 
frill!& paa~, 1M dlay pltu4 It on the 
Dlltd ,., Willi eidttr fectMt, 
H*ftbert i114 hi JC""* joumaJ. 
ittt riiR ftJI Wednesday. uld 
c~ • ....., Mkolldfd "'- HHkH!. 
"H« ~•IY w~~n• rullnf wAt that 
b ~ itllllll ..,_ rwwtJIIPir, 
1M aut!lvmlty llfWf!Mjll'r." liiiNid, 
HstJ. It Mtlr~SII!Iy 1t11 JHiljfithe'r, 1nd 
when a publisher asks for a letter to 
be put on the front page, you put it 
on the front page. It was very simple 
to her." 
Haysbert did not return calls on 
Oct. 22 or Oct. 23. 
Campbell said: " I think the uni-
versity administration absolutely 
feels that students should not have an 
independent voice. I think students 
should have an independent voice." 
The editor of the paper, Talia 
Buford, did not retum calls. 
The paper's sports editor, senior 
Jamar Hudson, said, " We felt that 
her memo did not canry enough news 
value or weight to be on the front 
page. We understand that the presi-
dent is chief executive officer," 
Hudson said. " However, as a student 
newspaper, we feel our voice should 
be heard." 
Campbell said the journalism 
school has a $10 million commit-
ment over the next decade from the 
Scripps Howard Foundation, an arm 
of the E. W. Scripps media company, 
which helped open a new journalism 
building last year. 
Judith Clabe•. the president of the 
foundation, wa~ unavai lable for 
comment at preu time. But 
Campbell said he received an e-mail 
from her on Oct. 22 expressina • up-
port (or the students. 
He said he did not expect Scripps 
10 reduce fundlna bcCIU!C of the 
Incident. 
This Isn't the IChool't Orst jour· 
nallstlc controversy. 
Late year, the director of the jour· 
nallarn tchool, CharlOtte Orlmes, 
rcsiJI!ed, tiylna Pretldcnt William 
It Hl l'lley diiCOUtlllld t tudtnll 
f'rom lnvfltlaatlve joum1lltm on 
campus. Harv.y l&ld that w1sn't 
ltllf, 
~lllf'llay It bit 1 yearlona l&bbldcal 
and llaysbm 18 ovtl'lttlna the unl· 
v~rtlty. Campbtll took over •• 
OtJrnet' tuwtllllf latt suftlmer. 
0 University creates civility policy in response to neighborhood complaints 
By Courtney Flynn 
ChCago Tlblle 
(KRT CAMPUS)-As a long-
time Evanston resident who lives 
just blocks from Northwestern 
University, Pat English said she 
hopes two new policies aimed at 
bolstering students' neighborly 
behavior will improve life on her 
street. 
"We've seen beer bottles in our 
yard, on the parkway ... loud music, 
loud voices, cursing, screeching, 
screaming," said English, 58 . 
. "We ' re hoping these policies arc 
going to change things." 
Spurred in part by racial epithets 
scrawled in a dormitory earlier this 
year, campus officials have created 
a civility policy. 
Calling on students to respect 
others, the policy states that vio-
lence, intimidation and threats arc 
unacceptable. 
Officials have a lso instituted a 
new policy that expands the reach 
of the university's code of conduct 
to include some ofT-campus areas. 
Students found in violation of the 
code on or o fT campus may face 
academic discipline rangina from 
probation to suspension . 
Some otT-campus areas arc 
f,atrolled by campus pollee, whose urisdlct ion was cxpunded in Muy. 
"What we nrc nttcmptin11 to do Is 
communicate clearly our expecta· 
tlont to our students that they act in 
• ret pons lblc and considerate man· 
ncr," uid Alan Cubbaac, vice prea· 
!dent for unlverahy relation•. 
Rowdy lludcntt have lona been • 
concem in tho North Shore t uburb. 
where city official• have arown 
acout tomtd to fl eidina compltlntl. 
On Nov. 3, th• Hum1n Stl'\lloet 
Cummitt•• of the Ev1naton Chy 
Cuuncll met to dllcuu the bthavlor 
or unlvenlty ttudentt l nd how h 
affect• the n•lilhbt!thood. 
At l11st une city omolal aMid tht 
new pulloltt, which have been In 
plaee since the bealnnlnJI or tht 
academic year, have not had any 
impact on some students' behavior. 
In October, two Northwestern 
football players were suspended 
from the team after they allegedly 
tried to force their way into an 
Evanston home where they thought 
someone was throwing a party. 
The two players and two Indiana 
men were charged with disorderly 
conduct and misdemeanor criminal 
trespassing. 
"They 've had these policies in 
e ffect, and then we have football 
players knocking down the doors of 
a woman's home," said Alderman 
Arthur Newman (1st Ward). 
"They claim they' re doing 
things, but it's nothing more than 
lip scl'\licc." 
University officials acknowledge 
problems with some students otT 
campus, but said they believe the 
new policies will help them make 
improvements. 
" By and large, our students are 
good neighbors to the residents of 
Evanston," Cubbugc said . · 
" But, unfortunately, there arc 
some instances where students arc 
not as considerate as they should 
be. This enables us to exercise a lit· 
tic more control." 
University police c itations for 
problems such as noisy parties and 
open alcohol have decreased stead i-
ly, officials said. 
ln the nrst two weeks of c lasses, 
nearly I 00 citatio ns were Issued to 
students otT campus, C11bblac said . 
In the last four weeks, about I 30 
c itations have bten alvon. 
"Early Indications are thll the 
policy and onfore~mont are be&ln· 
nln11 to have an ert'ect," uld 
· William Bania, viet pnaldont o f 
atudent al'l'lllra. 
Some atudtnta wjlo llvt orr eam· 
pue nld the upandlld dlaolpll~tt 
atvu the unlveralty tau n1uoh 
power. 
"I undtratand wll)t lhty did It 
aoma ~pie drink too muoll," aald 
nllcn Oartller, 20, a junlot Wllo 
lives in an apartment west of down-
town Evanston. . . ' 
" But it also shows" they don't 
trust the students, and that' s not 
good." 
But Robert Quick, 19, a fresh-
man who lives in a campus dormi· 
tory, said he believes students rep-
resent the university wherever they 
go and that the policy will help curb 
bad behavior off campus. 
" It will just cut down on some of 
the rowdiness, so hopefully the sur-
rounding public will get along with 
the university a little better," Quick 
said . 
For years, student anlt staff hand· 
books contained aspects of the new 
c ivility code, but the topic was not 
· consolidated into one section until 
this year. 
"Demeaning, intimidating. threat· 
ening o r violent behaviors that 
nffect the ability to leam. work or 
live in the university anvironment 
depart from the standa rd for civiliry 
and rcsp<:ct," the new policy reads. 
The pol icy sets guidelines and 
reassures students that hate speeeh 
wi II not be to lerated. seid John 
Hughc•. 20. • junior who served on 
a hate crimes task force. 
Tho group was formed by the 
university's Associated Student 
Government after racial epithets 
and a crude picture of a lyncllin& 
were drawn on the dormitol')' doofs 
of three Aflolcan· Amerlcan st\Mients 
In May. 
" I think popple want to know that 
the rules ot condllct at 
Notthwe tem relltct the hllrt and 
damaae that peoplt wllo wrlre Ilea 
slllrt Inflict on tilt tlllt of tilt I!OI'ft-
munlt)'," Huihet aaht.' 
" It aett a c001munlt)' ft\llfll abollt 
hate peech and hama~Mnt that 
nil lllldt IIU\klltl alld fltUIIfl 
mlnurlt}l lllldtlltl that tilt tntlre 
wmnlunlt}l 0\\4\tldett litre 
rtpultl and lt'a oot ~1ttlll 
&1\Yi)nt taltt1 IIJhtly." 
National Campus News 9 
.ACROS~THE NATION ••• College opens its 
doors to the futUre 
with new degree 
o Fairleigh Dickinson University to offer classes 
taught in Spanish by bilingual faculty 
By Patricia Alex 
Knight Ridder/T rilune 
(KRT CAMPUS) MADISON, 
N.J.-Next month, Fairleigh 
Dickinson University is kicking off 
a new associate's degree program in 
business, which will be taught large-
ly in Spanish. 
While many American colleges 
and universities offer select courses 
in foreign languages, the Puerta al 
Futuro (Door to tlje Future) program 
is unique in offering a degree pro-
gram taught in a language other than 
English, educators said . 
In the fi rst year, intensive 
English-language training is com-
bined w ith college-level coursework 
that is taught entirely in Spanish. 
her field since arriving here a year 
and a half ago. 
Deborah Gonzalez, direc tor of the 
program, said Puerta al Futuro is a 
good option for people like Blanco, 
who may have been professionals in 
their native countries and are anx· 
ious to obtain credentials here. 
The program initially was geared 
toward area residents with limited 
English skills, and later it will be 
marketed to international students, 
Fairleigh Dickinson officials said. 
The courses will be taught at 
satellite locations in Hackensack, 
Paterson, Newark and Morristown, 
Gonzalez said. The per-credit cost 
will be half the usual $637 charged 
for on·campus courses. 
Fewer students choose careers 
that .deal with dead people 
In the second year, students con-
tinue the English language studies 
while taking courses in both English 
and Spanish-taught by bilingual 
faculty. In the final year, all courses 
are conducted in English. 
The three-year program allows 
students with limited English skills 
to jump into college-level course-
work. Typically students have to 
take up to two years' remediation 
before beginning the course work 
needed for their degree. 
Gonzalez said her office was 
flooded with 400 calls after a snip-
pet about the program aired on 
Spanish-language television. "The 
response has been amazing," she 
said . Seventy-five people are now 
enrolled. 
The popularity of the program 
points to a need in the area's large 
Spanish-speaking population, uni-
versity officials said. 
By Sara Olkon 
Knight Ridder Newspapers . 
(KRT) MIAMI-One day soon, finding a good morti-
cian could take an eternity. 
"Everybody is looking for help," said David Lowery, 
past president of the Florida Funeral Directors Association 
and vice president o f Panciera Memorial Home in 
Hollywood, Fla. 
The National Funeral Directors Association predicts a 
serious shortage of undertakers within I 0 years. It expects 
a spike in deaths as baby boomers age, as well as a wave of 
retirements among seasoned funeral dir"!'tors. And there 
are not enough trainees in the pipeline to replace them, in 
part because the children in many family-owned business-
es are choosing other paths. 
From 1994 to 2000, the number of students who attend-
ed mortuary science programs and earned licenses across 
the United States fell by 12 percent. In Florida, mortuary 
job openings are expected to be II percent higher in 2006 
than in 1996. 
And while a mortician is unlikely to be popular at third-
. grade career day, mortuary teachers are reaching out to 
prospective students at high school career fairs and else-
where. Local associations are sponsoring public informa-
tion campaigns and taking out ads. The first words on the 
Florida Funeral Directors Association website: "Want to 
apply for an FFDA scholarship?" 
The gri~f business isn't glamorous: The hours are long 
and erratic, there is no way to escape Embalming I 0 I and 
the average pay is mediocre. In 2000, the median annual 
salary for funeral directors was only $41 ,110. For 
embalmers, it was $32,870, according to the U.S. Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. 
Sal Passalaqua, the managing director of Fred Hunter's 
Funeral Home in Hollywood, Fla., said media stories 
about unscrupulous undertakers and desecrated remains 
may further erode interest. Insiders hope the popular HBO 
drama " Six Feet Under," about a Los Angeles family that 
runs a funeral parlor out of its home, might help counter 
that. 
"People think that funeral directing is very soft and 
mellow," Lowery said. "It's not. You see a woman who 
loses her husband of SO years, then parents who lose their 
child. And there are a lot of deadlines." 
"Try dealing with death every day for 26 years," said 
Bill Martinez, vice president of Stanfill Funeral Home in 
Pinecrest, Fla. Echoing a national trend, he hopes to retire 
a t 55-in about seven years. 
Ralph Covert, chair of the Funeral Science Department 
at Miami Dade College, was on the staff there in 1974, t 0 
years after the program debuted. Enrollment was 250 
then, 30 percent higher than it is today, he said. 
"People are going into other areas," Covert said. 
"Funeral directors are very hard to find today." 
The majority of funeral homes are family-owned, and 
many children are turning a cold shoulder to the cold-slab 
business, said David Walkinshaw, spokesman for the 
National Funeral Directors Association. 
"I didn' t want to be a funeral director, either," said 
Walkinshaw, a third-generation mortician. He changed his 
mind at 21, drawn by the chance to help people in pain. But 
he said his two teenage daughters have already said they 
won' t be on board. 
Raymond Scott, 40, thought he wanted to escape the 
family funeral business. The Fort Lauderdale, Fla., man got 
a graduate degree in chemistry and a job with a pharma-
ceutical company. Then he had a change of heart. , 
"You can help people and [your career] can still be prof-
itable," he said. 
Scott, who hopes to buy his own funeral home someday, 
is now back at school, enrolled in Miami Dade'S program. 
He will be a fourth-generation mortician. 
Despite the professionalism and job security, Passalaqua 
said the career didn' t exactly help him get dates. He even-
tually married another funeral director. 
Some worilen uget really creeped out/' said mortuary 
student Theodus Times, 18, of Deerfield Beach, Fla. "A lot 
of them are like, 'You touch dead people?"' 
On a recent day, Powell held court before nine mortuary 
students on the art of casket measurement. (A tip: Avoid 
charging the family of a tall man for an oversize casket by 
crossing the legs during embalming.) 
In a room lilted with urns; funeral dress and caskets, 
Powell showed the class a soft yellow infant casket called 
the "cherub." Nearby, two walk-in coolers held the bodies 
of indigents donated by the county. 
The students will practice embalming-about one gallon 
of formaldehyde and other chemicals for every SO pounds 
of )lody weight- and funeral makeup. 
"You start to understand that death is a process," Times 
said. "I'm not afraid to die now." 
"This offers a light at the end of 
the tunnel," said Kenneth Vehrkens, 
dean of the College of Continuing 
Studies. "People can begin their 
degree program while strengthening 
their English skills." 
Gena Avila, 19, had begun her 
degree work in Colombia when she 
found out she would be able to join 
her mother in West New York. At 
Hudson County Community 
College, she was able to take only 
one college-leve l course each 
semester while studying English. 
She said she likes the idea of 
being able to continue college-level 
work and hopes to become a graph-
ic designer more quickly. 
Her mother likes the idea of the 
Fairl eigh Dickinson program as 
well. 
" I told her you have the opportu-
nity in your hands-you' re young, 
you're legal, you can do anything," 
said her mother, Clara Blanco. 
Avila's aunt is also considering 
the program. Isabel Blanco was a 
systems engineer in Colombia but 
has had a hard time finding a job in 
Academic courses ·will be taught 
by full- and part-time fac ulty at 
Fairleigh Dickinson, as well as new 
adjunct faculty recruited from the 
Hispanic professional community. 
Two Internet courses are also part 
of the program, which were devel-
oped in cooperation with the Bergen 
Hispanic Business Association and 
the Institute for Latino Stud ies . 
Language instruction will be pro-
vided through the university's part-
nership with ELS Educational 
Services Inc., a division of Berlitz 
International Inc. Classes will be 
held on Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings, plus Saturdays. 
Students in the Puerta al Futuro 
program will attend classes as a 
group and develop their English 
writing and speaking skills while 
earning the Associate in Arts degree. 
Students wi ll start with a tradi-
tional I 5-week fall semester, fol-
lowed by two 12-week w inter and 
spring semesters. 
While there is a break in degree 
studies during July and August, stu-
dents will continue their English 
immersion courses year-round dur-
ing, the program. 
Support South Loop School! 
Shop at Jewel on November 17th - 19th! Use the coupon 
Thanks in advance from F.LG. (Family Involvement Group) 
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THE CR EATIV E NONFICTION PROGRA M AT COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO PRESENTS 
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10 
FACULTY CREATIVE 
NONFICTION READING 
TWO O'CLOCK 
Fercuson Theater 
Featuring the faculty of 
Columbia College Chicago 
TRACY KIDDER 
SEVEN O'CLOCK 
Ferc:u• on Th• • t•r 
Tracy Kidder winner of the Pulitzer Prize 
and t he author of the recently released 
Mountains Beyond Mountains, as well as 
bestsellers House, Among School 
Children, and Home Town. He has Been 
described by the Baltimore Sun as a 
"Master of the non-fiction Narrative. • 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11 
SUE SILVERMAN 
MICHAEL STEINBERG 
THREE O' CLOCK 
Fercuson Theater 
Sue Silverman's first memoir, Because I 
Remember Terror, Father, I Remember 
You, won the AWP award in nonfiction. 
Her second memoir, Love Sick: One 
Woman 's Journey Through Sexual 
Addiction is under development for a 
Lifetime TV movie. 
Michael Steinberg has published numer-
ous personal essays, memoirs and 
poems. He is the editor of t he journal, 
Four th Genre: Explorations in 
Nonfiction, as well as the Creative 
Nonfiction text, The Fourth Genre. 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12 
STAN WEST 
FOLLOWED BY PUBLISHING PANEL: 
BREAKING INTO PRINT 
TWO O'CLOCK 
Fercuson Theat er 
Stan West is an author, filmmaker, and 
innovator of "cross-platform reporting. · 
He is producer of a documentary . 
Diversity in Oak Park, and co-author of 
Profiles of Great African Americans. 
The Publishing Panel in Creative 
Nonfiction will feature editors from 
national literary magazines talking 
about what they look for when editing 
and publishing authors. 
BEVERLY DONOFRIO 
SEVEN O'CLOCK 
Fercuson Th .. ter 
Beverly Donofrio is the author of Riding 
in Cars With Boys and Looking for Mary 
(or the Blessed Mother and Me). Her com-
mentaries have aired on NPR. Riding in 
Cars With Boys was made into a 
Hollywood film. 
Columbia C 0 L L E G E CHICAGO 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
CREATIVE APPROACHES TO 
PROFILE WRITING 
PANEL DISCUSSION 
ONE O' CLOCK 
Fercu•on Theater 
A panel of journalists and nonfiction 
writers from newspapers and magazines 
will talk on the art of writing the profile. 
Hear Charles P. Pierce of the Boston Globe 
magazine, who has also written for 
Esquire, GQ, Sports Illustrated, and is a 
regular of public radio's "Wait, Wait, Don't 
Tell Me,· and other journalists on the ar t 
of writ ing dist inctive profiles. 
STUDENT CREATIVE 
NONFICTION READING 
SEVEN O'CLOCK 
Fercuson Theater 
Students from the Creative Nonfict ion 
Program of Columbia College Chicago will 
read from their work. Columbia features 
a diverse and urban student population 
creat ing a distinctive voice in Creative 
Nonfiction. 
Creative Nonfiction Week Is Sponsored by the English, 
Flctlon Writing, and Journalism Departments. 
12 November 10, 2003 
YES, IT'S TIME FOR SPRING 2004 REGISTRATION. 
HERE'S THE DEAL: 
December 1 -January 16 
For all continuing degree-seeking under-graduate and graduate students. 
Check your OASIS email for your assigned time slot, which is between December 1 -
December 12 based on cumulative earned credit hours. The format for your OASIS 
e-mail login is: Firstname.Lastname@myoasis.colum.edu and your e-mail password is 
the some as your original default OASIS password (until YOU change it). 
1. Contact your major department for an advising ·clearance BEFORE YOUR 
REGISTRATION DATE. 
2. Check your balance on OASIS! Students with an outstanding balance may still 
register. However, your spring 2004 class schedule WILL BE VOIDED on 1/16/04 
if your balance is greater than $500.00. Payment to meet this requirement must be 
received by the college no later than 1/16/04. 
3. Do itl Once you are cleared in your department, you can register from ANY 
COMPUTER WITH INTERNET ACCESS ON OF AFTER YOUR ASSIGNED TIME. 
Smt NEED HELP? 
Plan to offend one of these 45 minute OASIS Student Workshops, 
Nov. 12 @ 11 am in the Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan 
Nov. 14 @ 1 pm in the Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash 
Nov. 18@ 5pm in the Hokin Hall, 623 S. Wabash 
Or just let us know and we'll walk you through it. 
Freshman Center 312.344.7925 
Student OASIS Help Desk 312.34..4.7788 
Student Help email: studentoasis@colum.edu 
Walk-in Help Desks in all of Columbia's open lobs Oft~S 
. / 
Us The 
• 
"/Per(ny War 
~~~!~~g,,~mber 20, 2003 
pm 
Does your organization need more 
money? Well, money is tight so its 
ti(!le to go to war! Grab your 
pennies and compete to win a cash 
prize for your organization in HUB 
WAR I. Looking for the ultimate 
fundraiser? Come to this panel 
discussion to pick up helpful hints 
on raising money. 
ATTENTION FRESHMEN: 
Make an appointment to meet with your Freshman Advisor 
before Early Registration for Spring 2004 begins! 
(Early Registration begins Monday, December 1. .. don't get left behind!) 
r Make the call now! 312.344.EXT or dial the main line: 312.344.7925 I 
Bob Blinn X7929 Judy Dyke X7926 
Art/Design 
Photography 
Dance 
Fiction Writing 
Music 
Poetry 
Theatre 
Brian Marth X7933 
ASL - English Interpretation 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Cultural Studies 
Early Childhood Education 
Interdisciplinary 
. Radio 
Undeclared 
Columbia 
COLLEGE CHICAGO 
Ritch Barnes X7932 
Animation 
Film/Video 
Television 
Pattie Mackenzie 
x7801 
Arts, Entertainment and 
Media Management 
Digital Media Technology 
Interactive Multimedia 
Journalism 
Marketing Communication 
The Freshman Center 
(a division of Student Affairs) 
623 S. Wabash, room 307 
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Columbia Chronicle Editorials 
Mansion gives students one last hurrah 
It was a bittersweet, ironic day at 
the mansion. 
Standing in tront of the marble 
fireplace in his multimillion dollar, 
soon-to-be-vacated residence at 
1258 N. LaSalle St., college 
President Warrick L. Carter looked 
the part of the happy host Oct. 29. 
He also looked the part of the happy 
salesman. 
Over lunch paid for with student 
dollars, Carter thanked the small 
group of student leaders for their 
hard work and, later, he emphasized 
their important role in the college 
community. 
"It's student involvement that 
makes an institution a better place," 
Carter told members of the Student 
Organization Counci l and Student 
Government Association. 
On the surface, Carter's luncheon 
with student leaders was amiable. 
Underneath, it all took on the scene 
of a very elaborate pre-Halloweeo 
trick. Or was it an episode of "The 
Twilight Zone?" 
• A college president lecturing 
student leaders on the importance of 
student leadership while that same 
college president has spent months 
cutting student leadership funds . 
• That same president who has 
asked the college's sundry depart-
ments to cut back eating chicken 
and pasta paid for with student dol-
lars. 
• But, the biggest irony of all is 
where the event was held: The presi-
dential mansion-long a thorn in the 
side of Carter and his administra-
tion. A place Carter himself admits 
has been nothing but a problem. 
When the residence was bought in 
2000, the college billed the histori-
cal townhouse as both a private resi-
dence for the college president and a 
public venue for college meetings. 
That caveat about being a student-
friendly space was a good excuse for 
why the place cost almost $3.8 mil-
lion to buy and refurbish. Carter the 
salesman sold the deal. It made per-
fect sense. 
Almost $4 million was too much 
for an 8,000 square foot presidential 
residence. But if the place included 
some space for students, then what 
the heck? 
In Octpber 2001, Carter told The 
Chronicle: "We'd like to use the 
public space to feature student 
works of art and host openings for 
the exhibits. We are also in the 
process of organizing the student 
government and other committees 
who would utilize this space." 
It was a point echoed by several 
administrators. 
"We expect the president to use 
the residence as an entertaining 
venue, not simply just as a private 
facility," said Alton Harris, a former 
chair of the Columbia board of 
trustees who initiated the purchase 
of the mansion, in 2002. "[This] 
provides the opportunity for Dr. 
Carter to invite students into his 
home for meetings, small perform-
ances and informal gatherings." 
Honestly, we didn't believe them. 
We should have seen it coming. 
On a tour of his then-new resi-
dence in April 2002, Carter told The 
Chronicle the only purpose of the 
mansion was to host donors and 
raise funds for the school. 
Soon, that little part about "not 
simply a private facility" changed. 
The college imposed strict guide-
lines about student events at Carter's 
residence. Events had to be "col-
legewide in import and scope" or 
provide a "major fund-raising 
opportunity" or include "high-pro-
file individuals or campus guests." 
Strange for a college with an 
open-admissions stance. 
And with such stringent criteria, 
only two student-centered events 
have been held at the residence 
since we bought the joint: Student 
leaders met with Carter in October 
2002 and last month. 
That's it. Two events. Two events 
over two years in a place that was 
supposed to be, by Carter's own 
admission, ''a public space!' 
We feel conned. 
Of course, we know Carter real-
izes the school's purchase of the 
mansion was a bad call . We can tell 
by the egg on his face. Or the "for 
sale" sign on his front porch. 
That's why, just before students 
left last May for summer break, 
Carter announced the mansion was 
up for sale. It was a cost-saving 
measure, he said. Less than 17 
months after he moved in, Carter's 
heading out. 
That should solve the problem, 
shouldn't it? 
Hardly. 
The mansion has been on the mar-
ket since July and there have been 
no offers. Not one. Who wants a 
house with an elevator, a gourmet 
kitchen and a special music room? 
Apparently no one, so far. 
We' ve gone full circle. 
For the past two years in this 
space, The Chronicle has questioned 
the purchase of the presidential resi- • 
dence. First, we said it cost too 
much. Then we criticized its restric· 
lions. Then we complained about its 
sale. 
Now we're asking the college to 
do what it should have done from 
the beginning: Let us into the man-
sion. 
Just before Carter moves out, we 
want a peek. We want to ride the 
brand new elevator that Carter never 
has to wait for (as opposed to the 
nearly 500 students who wait up to a 
half hour in South Campus Building, 
624 S. Michigan Ave., every morn-
ing). We want to meet the mansion's 
housekeeper. We want to see the 
drop-dowri video screen in the 
library. We want to take it all in. 
And until Carter's belongings are 
toted off in a moving van rented 
with student dollars, we'd like to see 
the student groups- the organiza-
tions that saw their budget dwindle 
away- using the mansion for its 
gatherings as much as possible. 
President Carter: We need closure. 
We need to see what we paid for. 
We need to see where our money 
went. We need to see what we 
bought you. 
Taking care of what's yours 
The basis of any sound society has 
always rested on the shoulders of 
parents to provide for and raise their 
children well; billions of dollars 
each year are spent on pediatric care 
and research, as well as education 
for small minds. It is the cornerstone 
on wflich humanity constructs itself. 
Accordingly, any transgressions 
apinst children are v.icwed in an 
especially heinous light. 
This past week, a number of c hil-
dren were found abandoned in a 
South Side home, left to fend for 
thermclves in dilapidaud homes 
S'Wimmin& with filth and refuse, the 
dJird such discovery in as many 
•eeb. Indignation, thoc:k and horror 
at the lindin& toundcd from the com-
munity, raisin& the issue at to what 
we as a ~iely are cloina wrona. 
11M: am•er, in sbort., is nothinJ. 
II is a typic411 response to ltaf1Cdy, 
pwt""farly ones involvinJ helpless 
!~abe's, to c:utllle eulpabillty ()II the 
C4JIIImunity at a wlloff, 1M there ire 
very f.w ctld fot rctpa~~tibillty ()II 
& ptrt (I( the ptrmta, fo dlle, there 
lllve bun rllltMrout diKUHI()IIJ II 
to the faillnJI of toc.lal Hrvlc.t on 
llle rt~Wr, 1M this It al)'pk:al kntt-
je'f!( rACf'f(>tj co 1 muc:h latJ« ltfUI 
~~~lot *"" to sfl"" lnl'l)' from publl~ 
~Hif!Jlt.~tully~~· 
C5tUMBlA 
CHRONICLE 
-
er the opportunity arrives. The issue 
is parenting. 
Let's face it: As much as many 
people like to hold to the antiquated 
notion that procreation is a "miracle 
of life," the simple fact remains that 
it is one of the most simple and 
appallingly widespread processes 
practiced by humans. There is no 
magic involved, no divine interven-
tion, just a simple, crude exchange 
of genetic material, all too often in 
the context of anonymous dalliances 
and chance ell(:ounterJ. Despite this, 
the majority of mothers-to-be 
believe themselves to have accom-
plished something on par with the 
invention of the whee l or the discov-
ery of fire. 
There is too much emphasis 
placed on preanancy itself and not 
enoua h on parentina. Oettina 
knocked up is cuy. RaitlnJI a 
mature, responsible child who thinka 
(or him or herself It not. And yet, we 
expect totiaf ~ervlcct to take respon-
sibility for every shon ,omlna on tho 
pan of an unworthy parent, of'f'cc· 
lively draining society of much 
nccdcd rc10Urc11. 
Not everyone should bf a parent. 
!hit mtK:h It t lcat. We require llconJ-
ot 10 opcr.ta vchl,lct, uwn lircerrns 
and pr$rlbe mcdlcatloo, y~ttho 
consequences of a generation of chil-
dren raised without skills or morals 
is far more damaging than the sum 
of victims from auto crashes or gun 
violence. 
The Chronicle proposes that 
licensing be a requirement for any 
prospective parent, based not only 
on maturity and experience, but also 
on basic economic means necessary 
to support and nurture a healthy 
child, lest they be found abandoned 
and undulating in their own waste. 
In addition, people who knowingly 
admit that they may not be best suit-
ed to raise a child, particularly 
addicts and individuals infected with 
HIV or AIDS would receive a gov-
ernment stipend of$10,000 if they 
' submit to a live year Injection of 
Norplant or some similar procedure, 
givina them time to clean themselves 
up and reuseas their decision to 
raise a child. 
These may be unpopular SUIIIICI· 
tiona, but society hu ncalocted Its 
role as cnforclna policy and con· 
dcmnlna dcncicnc ios for too lon11. 
For tho sake or the thildren: every 
ono 1buaed, maloourlshcd and nca· 
lccted, changes mull be mado. 
l'lecauae I child'1 ll(c II llnly Ill 
•pccl•l and 1ignln c•nt a. tho qu•lll:)' 
orlt. 
Exposure 
Off the beaten path : 
Views from campuses across the country 
CBS and the Reagan fiasco 
Michael J. Thompson 
The AlDin P1aiisman {Aubt.m U.) 
(U-WIRE) AUBURN, Ala.-
Arnaicle lo the political riglt have been 
...,inlltmzoflare,~inafien::e 
battle that makes the Baltle of the Bul8c 
pale in~ 
This conflict has seen no luJm ctS~r 
altios, bla mm:ly a r<aWakming of a spirit 
that occ:mingly died lort! ~· 
The battle of the "OIIbr.d Wad' that was~by~Prot.inthe 
early J99(B has limed irto a rota fir d-ale 
who dJen: lo the polilicalldt 
In fitd, the <MI'Mlclmirl! tlttl victay 
the left has enjoyul rivals the...,.,. mili-
tsy anp:st of IW1d lhr.tlion ofhaq in 
tmns of !b:isivenoss IW1d lolality. 
ThQse who can themsclvcs aJil90l'VII-
tives w.IICbcd as dcUJie 5llnBds v.ae 
...trincd in law, ... the F.qtal ~
ClaJse of the 14th Aml:ncknert was tri-
..,..ml in filYOr of a uaU:aiiTI& of 
divmity" in the Gn.Ga: ca9C. 
· UMnn:c v. Texas saw the oortirud 
erosioo of the nnal &bic of tim l'lllioo, 
a. laws~ socbnyv.ae s1nldc dawn, 
~the Wd'j fur the incvitablo-the 
""""Jl'3lCe of''F;r/ rie"-llu tnkr-
lllilq the traditional view of rnaniagt: 
m replaci1g ilm the core with a 21st 
c:amy YI:ISion of"incluiim"m ''lolo:r-
IRIC." 
N.y an eye was raised on cilhcr of 
these~ ITlOIU'IleiOI vidtrics fur d-ale 
who wish 1o see the I.Jnill:d Slalcs limed 
inlo a nMion ~ill the '*'Pian 
<i'o:arM of d-ale ficm Bcrkclcy. 
The·~ Wars" mial'c bet1lcr be 
dcsaibed in tmns of the u.s. mililllry vic> 
lory in Grawlo or l'lnml, as the battle 
was over betlre it bepl. 
1\m on the ll:levision m view the 
bcaty of''wtist cqrcssion." I've ne-..:r 
been a proponent of otn'!Oillhip. bla 111 the 
11111:1 the Cl1la1tllrvnalt irWitry is ~ 
it miattt not be 1m& beflre the fir.lt liw 
ll:lccMI ofasexuol ~is~ 
in !1\YCCP! rra'Ch fur mtinp. 
When this lllkm pta. it nliaJt be time 
1o I'<>CVllllllllc the -~~~ which vnlla 
haw sJIAlal. m row thlt has lllMndy 
affix:tm the nlldon Ilia v.tdc. 
When kkiiiiiiiiClllrc ca¥lt Ill the • 
of 13, as ~ lrlnlplred,' tlltnlnJI thl:m-
~~el\oal ctW.In llkllt bdwvior, lllWllO• 
llllrt llllmlbly 'M'OI'Co 
tu d'ol old 1111M1 ps. !In¥\ ''i'l 
~illdcdl beblt~" 
CBS was set lo air a miniseries on the 
40th Prc:sidort of the l..fnilcd Stairs, 
Rallkl RrapJ. It was emtlcd "RcapT' 
IW1d was~ more IXll1nM:rSy lhan 
the T"'" Lott affiir of last Dca:mbcr. 
You see, Rallkl R.eag;.l is 1o aJil90l'VII-
tivcs as a buffet is lo obese people. 
R.eag;.l is the man who delbttr:d the 
"Evil Em(Xre." ~~bade: 1o 
the US. ccoruny and more irnpmar1ly 
igniral the fane that limed inlo the ""!' 
~that is Jri1e · ore's nalion. 
That hid bCdi loot~ Iii: cRIIdrui 
Tanmy c.n.r adi.uati111atiaa,m ll!ari<-
fully he was clef.-! by a landslide i1 the 
R.eag;.l Revobion .m !D'flo build 
HaiJilat fir Hlmarity lnlses in stme 
. Third \\bid ..... that lmppcns lo &II in the 
ptii'8I1>0im of the Unilcd Slalcs. 
On a side nair, Carter is~ the 
only JI'CSiclcd 1o have done .more IH of 
ollice then v.biJe he was in. His ausade 
fur l'dJlir€ the poor inAinrrica is lobe 
C01"'l1eDDctt, as is the ....OOC: of aD d-ale 
who take the tmc lo tq, d-ale ~ btu-
'* in lhis fine llllion. 
Torn On:y, the fine wrilor of su:h 
· \\Uks as Hilt fr Rl!d Odober IW1d the 
~Jack Ryan series.~ 
F.xsc1llive ()dpn lo Rap~ and ~ 
that the book was fur the man that.._, 
the Cold V.W." 
Bl.c when the fihn il ~was 
bnllo have a him IW1d the~ m be 
fia.dJicrJ in tmns of validity, aJil90l'VII-
tives _.., ..., in lm\S. 
This reY<IS8I il mcnality, of OOI'I.'iCI'II>-
tives on the nudl, insad of on the per-
pciUIII tlcftmc V.'8S gr-s wid\ shock by 
the di1c media. 
The movie-said., show Nn:y 
Reap~ as a pill~ and ''fbc 
Gippcr''was saidmi8Cr  
ol n:nwlcs. beth ofv.tUch ne-..:r .:uQy 
~ 
F\Jelcd byanewwaveof~ 
roli.<m by the haoic Mia tlnl¥-and his 
websitc. -~cam. the 
1\JlU$ of the movie- :tpll*l. 
The idee of~ lhis mwortt 
•'II its ad\'CI1ist:n bi.uma. rcalil)o. Public 
JllllS.'IIIIlWISiulcd ~the bcl!if:accl 
ndWOIIc. 111 ~ ~ '~ :u:lla 
rooWt sllrdrri-c the - ofRDIIIft 
coukl be mlllll v.Wio the (ll\'lidLn ..... 01'1 
hla dlllhbcdftul,~-.. 
f'hlbl public ('JI\'II.Vt cld" lha 
~-~"' \pnu 
I'll~ 
Commentary 
Old habits die hard 
Adam J. Eerinaton 
Commentary Editor EUROPEAN The incident in France is, sadly, just one example of the 
persislent and abiding 
sentiment that has 
reared its ugly head as 
of late. Banners at soc-
cer games across 
Europe, particularly in 
Italy and the Balkans, 
have been inscribed 
with swastikas and 
fascist symbols, sport-
ing such slogans as 
"Against Zionism 
Racism, for Real 
Peace-Intifada Until 
Victory." 
" .... the pmonification of the devil as 
the symbol of all evil assumes the living 
shape of the Jew." 
HI ON 
- AdolfHitler, Mein Kompf 
There is a cold wind that blows through 
Europe now, as much a result of omission 
as it is ignorance; treacherous words rolled 
off of poisonous tongues, their owners 
adopting crude caricarures of humanity, 
more simian than human in their violent 
motions and affect 
Even after 60 years, the rise of anti-
Semitism in Europe has continued unabat-
ed. fed by rhetoric and poor economic , •• ii .. !WII€~~~ 
progress, as well as good old-fashioned I 
national pride. A recent poll by the Jewish 
Anti-Defamation League showed that 
Europeans' negative attitudes toward Jews 
have increased exponentially within the 
past two years, with ''30 pen:cnt harboring 
a wide range of traditional anti-Semitic 
stereotypeS, 45 percent believing Jews are ~--,--
more loyal to Israel than their own coun-
oy, 30 percent believing Jews to have too 
much power in the business world and 39 
percent stating that Jews still talk too much 
· about the Holocaust." In addition, reports c:...:=--<.----=:;:_--'---:~ 
from across Europe show that OOstility and 
violence toward Jews is on the rise. 
The most recent incident, as highlight-
ed by the Institute for Public Affair., con-
cerns a group of Jewish youths aged 15-17 
as they congregated in France (the dank, 
heaving onfice that it is) at the Cllamps-
Eiysees for the first Sunday in September, 
as has been the traditioo for Paris Jewish 
youth for years. During their stroll across 
the boulevard, the group was beset upon 
by a mass of South Afiican Moslems who 
began violently groping the yotmg girls. 
When asked to stop, they reportedly 
replied, "Dirty Jews, shut your mouths." 
As the group of yotmg Jews broke 
Reagan Conlinuedfrom Page 14 
On the MSNBC talk show 
"Scarborough Counoy," Drudge had 
some interesting thing; to say, as he pro-
claimed this victory the ushering in of the 
socond media century. 
He said: '1fs the beginning of a socond 
media century,~ where it's much more 
of a pxlpl<><lriven media. And I say that 
not lightly. It was the llUmCI, it was talk 
radio, it was cable that put JOI1'SSUfC oo 
CBS, and heretofore, there's never boen 
this kind of pessure awlied to one of the 
big titans, one of the big three. And the 
P= went all the way to the top of a 
super company called YI3CO!ll, and the 
chairman earlier today is my information 
said, 'l.istal, let's just get it oo cable."' 
No longer will tree televisioo show the 
outright fillsities of the miniseries, but 
instead the soft-axe porn station Showtime 
will show it The miniseries has found 
good company oo a station that airs 
away fiom the rabble, they were violently 
attacked, as bottles, stones and cries of 
"Heil Hider" and ''Death to the Jews" 
pelted them from all sides. After nearly 
three hours, the Paris police dispatched 
special crowd dispersal lroOjlS (with as 
much energy and enthusiasm as they 
would chasing a bar of soap) to isolate the 
Jews and protect them from the mob. 
Despite the police prcsenec, the Muslim 
horde and their supporters continued their 
unrelenting assault on the children, 
attempting to cross the police barricade 
and persisting in their barTage of crude 
missiles. 
'The Red Shoe Diaries." 
Pat Buchanan, in a recen1 syndicated 
column, described the miniseries as a 
"charar:t..-assassinatioo" altempt and said, 
"For its role in this cruel anack oo a man 
they oould not defeat, but who cannot now 
fight back. CBS is !9Jiliy of the ;:mneditat-
ed assassination of the charaeterofRooald 
Reagan." 
Buchanan is dead right, as he usually is, 
on this issue, pointing out the callousness 
of the station's attemJX to profit off a dying, 
heroic marL 
Buchanan went oo to say, ''What CBS 
is doing is truly Orwellian, exactly what 
the Ministry ofT ruth was designed to do in 
Orwell's 1984-rewrite history to deceive 
and propagandize those who had no other 
source of truth." 
Once again, Buchanan is right oo tuget 
with an atTOW of truth that hit those who 
wish to see the United States changed dead 
in the heart. 
A OOttle is being waged in this nation, 
MONTHLY 
Scholars and cultur-
al critics point finger> 
at America's backbone 
of institutionalized 
slavery as the apex of 
hatred and oppression, 
and while the sins of 
the industrial machine 
at the end the 19th cen-
noy are vast and hor-
rific, the fact is that 
Europe made racism, 
particularly anti-
Semitism, an art fonn 
long before the incep-
tion of our adolescent counoy. 
The reasons for this are numerous, but 
it boils down to several key tluusts. Unlike 
the vast movement of Puritans and exiles 
to the colonies, Europeans in particular 
descended from tiny villages, swaddled in 
filth and hard circwnstance. The numer-
ous tribes would battle with each other 
over tiny sliver> of land, burning rival vil-
lages, killing all the able-bodied men and 
raping the women. Before the advent of 
movies, Saturday nights consisted of axe 
fights, the forcible impregnation of the 
adver>ary's daughter> and t!1e enslave-
ment of anyone over the age of eight And 
and it goes much deeper than the "Cultural 
Wars." 
The future of the Republic is at stake, 
and with the dominance of teachers who 
believe in Marxism and teach it oo college 
campuses being challenged currently by 
David Horowit7, it would appear a tide is 
turning. 
This comay is aboul fiecdom of 
spooch and the open mari<et place of ideas, 
but it is quickly beginning to resemble the 
old Soviet Union, in regard to what ideas 
may be disseminated oo campuses 
throughout the nation. 
A r=nt cover story of USA Today 
showcased this paradox, as univer>ities 
were founded as a place to share ideas, but 
consavatives are finding their voices mar-
ginalized even as effor1s to foster campus 
"diver>ity" are transp~ 
Sadly this diver>ity is ooly skin deep, as 
some ideas are regarded as ''too extreme" 
to be allowed an outlet. 
This Reagan incidence shows some-
all done with the quaint charm of 
European authenticity. Certain tribes were 
so good at it that they managed to success-
fully translate their grisly pastimes from 
sport to occupation \vith exceptional suc-
cess. 
The Jews presented an easy target due 
. to their disorganization after the Diaspora. 
The expulsion of an entire race from their 
homeland proved an inconvenience to the 
now emergent empires. Having Jitde use 
for them except slave labor, the European 
and Muslim forces saw fit to cxtcnninate 
as many of them as possible. However, 
small bandsofJewsmanaged toslipaway, 
integrate themselves into societies and 
slowly rebuild their people. The tenacity of 
the Jews has always fiustrated Europeans. 
If there ·s one thing they take seriously, it's 
their genocide. 
In addition to the mass murder perpe-
trated by the Europeans, the Jews have had 
to contend with growing masses of 
Islamic follower>. Enemies since day one. 
Muslims have always hated the children 
of Jacob, not only for abandoning their 
pyramid duties, but also because oftheir 
success. WhiTe Israel decided that a secu-
lar approach best served the development 
and grewth of their people, Muslims were 
still wailing to the heavens five times a 
day, obeying the dogmatic will of their 
Imams and stoning women to death for 
showing ankle in public. They despise the 
Jews because they have roots toone of the 
only oountries in the whole bloody Middle 
East that actually functions, while the rest 
of them have to drink from the same ditch 
that they piss in. 
Americans, despite our occasional 
bur>ts of prejudice and cretinism, have at 
least made great strides toward tolerance 
and acceptance. For m, it's an ongoing 
process, but one that we believe in and 
work for because we've learned fiom our 
mistakes, realized that the only way to go 
is forward. We can only hope that Europe 
dces the same. 
thing interesting, if not downright moou-
mental. 
What if consavatives actually showed a 
backbone on other issues, not just when the 
vanguard of conservatism that is Ronald 
Reagan is attacked, but on all other issues? 
As lawrence Auster said oo his wel:6ite 
\VWW.amnation.comlvfr, "SU(l!Xl5C that 
over the years consavatives had dircetcd 
the same sort of passion that they have 
shown ag;rinst the Reajlil!1 miniseries, 
against the whole system of leftist propa-
ganda and prime-time perversity that fills 
the airwaves? We'd be living in a different 
world. We forget to our sorrow that all 
government- including the government of 
the forces that shape 00' culture-is ulti· 
matelygovcmmcnt by consent" 
A thougjlt that this 20-year-Qid is pon-
~deeply as both sides in the "Cultural 
Wm" p-epare for the biggest battle yet, 
which will shape the remainder of the 21st 
century-the 2004 Presidential Race. 
Face the public: The Chronicle photo poll 
Question: Do you think obesity is a problem at Columbia? 
" I don't have many fat people 
in my classes, so I don't really 
think it's a problem." 
- Dan Okonski 
Sophomore, Recording 
"Yes ... In Japan, nobody eats 
hamburgers [like Columbia stu-
dents do] at Chicago Carry-
out." 
- Yus uke Haruyama 
Senior, Broadcast Journalism 
"Yes and no. There's no 
place for people to eat a healthy 
meal. None of us are hea lthy." 
- C handra Brown 
Senior, Fiction Writing 
" I haven't noticed anything ... it's 
a problem, because our culture 
wants to get everything as quick 
and easy as possible" 
- Manni Seraji 
First year grad student, 
Music Bus iness 
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AARON WILLIAMSON 
Artist-in-Residence 
Internationally known British performance artist Aaron Williamson, who became profoundly deaf over 
the course of twenty years, is an interdisciplinary artist utilizing performance, installation, 
photography, video, sculpture, text, choreography, and digital art. 
RESIDENCY EVENTS @ 1104 S. WABASH 
Artist Lecture, Monday, November 10, 6:30 pm 
Conaway Center 
Performance/Installation with Students, Friday, November 14, 7pm 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
Solo Performance, Saturday, November 15, 7pm 
Glass Curtain Gallery 
All events will be interpreted by ASL-English interpreters. 
[~] C 0 Lt~ 0 A : ~ 
Sponsored by [C]Spaces/Giass Curtain Gallery, a division of Student Affairs. Funded by student activity fees. 
18 November 1 0, 2003 
The Acoustic Music Series Presents ... 
• • lf\IL 
• 
a.u IOU5 
twelve strif\j Ac.ou.stic. lJu.ita.rist 
Wednesday, November 19, 2003 
1 :00-3:00 pm 
Hokin Gallery 
623 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
l<evif\ /V\a.rtif\e~ J a.~~ Ou.a.rtet 
Wednesday, November 19, 2003 
12:30-1 :30 pm 
Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor 
&•T A~ iofA 
FeR A ST•RY? 
city beat commentary a&e campus 
The Office of GLBT Student Concerns 
& 
The Micheal Rabiger Center For Documentary Film 
Present an 
e .... •• .......... ~·••••• 
event 
Columbia alum Ron it Bezalel& 
Laurie little 
screen and discuss their 
;. ••Y 8M 1111 Pea••: 
w..-••. , eae-~ .. a• ••• , •• ,, 
An Official Entry In Reeling 2003. 
thu 22nd Chicago Le~blon & Gay 
11\lernnl•onnl Film Fost•val 
Tuesday, 
ovember 11 
@6pm 
Hokin 
Auditorium 
" ....... 
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 
Photo Courtesy of New Une 
Buddy (Will Ferrell, far right) looks a little out of place with the rest of the elves in the holiday movie Elf which opened nationwide in theaters on Nov 7. 
0 Will Ferrell talks to The Chronicle about Elf, Ashton, and being stalked by James Lipton 
By Matthew Jaster 
A&E Ednor 
I t's difficult to picture Will Ferrell with clothes on. From 
his crazy antics on "Saturday 
Night Live" to the hilarious streak-
ing in Old School, the California 
native enjoys shocking audiences 
with his dry. abrasive humor. 
While his stage presence could 
best be described as a 3-year-old 
with social anxiety, Ferre ll is actual-
ly laid back and easy to talk to. He 
isn't a comic actor who has to be 
"on" all the time, he just knows how 
to tell a great story. Ferre ll took time 
out of his hectic schedule to discuss 
being in Chicago to promote his hol-
iday film. Elf. 
" I can't complain, I just kind of 
hung around the hotel yesterday," 
Ferrell told The Chronicle. " I went 
running, had some great room serv-
ice. These days are so long. I'm no 
Jamie Foxx, I can' t stay out until 
three in the morning." 
In Elf, Ferre ll stars as Buddy. a 
human raised by elves. As a baby, 
Buddy crawls into Santa's bag at the 
orphanage and is taken back to the 
North Pole by mistake. The film is a 
holiday movie with heart, aimed at 
an audience slightly younger than 
Ferrell 's typical fans . 
"It might be something that adults 
like for one reason and kids would 
like for a completely different rea-
son," Ferrell said. 
With an equal dose of adult and 
kid humor, Elf is mild compared to 
some of his earlier work. It 's a PG-
rated Ferrell; same amount of 
screaming, just a kinder. gentler ver-
sion of his hyperactive alter ego. He 
still , however, finds time to drop his 
tights during a scene in the film. 
'The first day of shooting I was in 
that outfit in the Lincoln Tunnel at 
six in the morning. I would lite rally 
walk down the street and people 
would not make eye contact with 
me. They thought I was some 
strange New York City holiday per-
son," Ferrell said. 
Looking at the billboards advertis-
ing the film, you can't help but gig-
gle at Ferrell in his token elf cos-
tume. The outfit was inspired by 
Hermey the elf from the Claymation 
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer" 
special. 
Director Jon Favreau and Ferrell 
discussed everything from Peter 
Sellers in Being There to Tom Hanks 
in Big as influences for the film. The 
biggest inspiration came from the 
Rudolph special. All these elements 
were put together to create Elf. 
"I thought it was just a unique 
take on Christmas," Ferrell said. 
"Buddy has to go back to Earth so to 
speak and find out where he came 
from." 
It was the first movie that Ferrell 
filmed in New York City after work-
ing there for years on "SNL." As a 
cast member, Ferrell created famous 
impersonations of George W. Bush, 
Alex Trebek and James Lipton. 
Lipton, the host of Bravo's " Inside 
the Actors Studio," wasn't thrilled 
about Ferrell's acting abili ty at first. 
"I have a bone to pick with Will 
Ferrell," Ferrell said in his best 
Lipton voice. ' 'I' m from Michigan. I 
don't talk like that." 
After appearing on Lipton's show, 
Ferrell formed an unusual bond with 
the television host. He sarcastically 
joked that Lipton always seems to 
find him at public gatherings. 
"I went and did a thing at the 
Concert for America and James 
Lipton spotted us across the room. I 
feel this hand on my back and it's 
Lipton asking me when we can get 
together, and I 'm like, I'm busy," 
Ferrell said. "Actually, he couldn't 
have been nicer." 
When he wasn't conjuring up new 
impersonations on "SNL," Ferrell 
enjoyed getting under the skin of the 
cast and crew. On a dare, he wore the 
same outfit for an entire season of 
the show. 
"I had Lee Wrangler jeans, west-
em shirt, a vest and a trucker's hat," 
Farrell said. "Half of the people 
thought it just got funnier and fun-
nier and other people were literally 
worried about me." 
Although he worked with some 
talented individuals on the show, 
Ferrell's film career has put him up 
against Hollywood heavyweights 
like Ed Asner, James Caan, Woody 
Allen and Bob Newhart. 
In January. Ferrell begins filming a 
soccer movie with Roben Duvall that 
he describes as "The Bad News Bears 
meets The Great Santini." 
He's finalizing a deal to star in a 
film version of the hit television show 
"Bewitched," as Samantha's husband, 
Darrin. "Nicole Kidman is supposed 
to play Samantha," Ferrell said, "I 
don' t know if you're familiar with 
her, she's an up-and-coming actress." 
With all the new gigs and recent 
media attention, it seems like Ferrell 
may be one of the few who get out of 
"SNL" with a Jong-terrn Hollywood 
career. When asked if there's anyone 
in Hollywood who does a good Will 
Ferrell impersonation, the actor looks 
concerned. 
"Ashton Kutcher did this commer-
cial for the new season of 'Punk'd' 
and he kind of sounds like me," 
Ferrell said. "I wondered when I 
might see someone doing me. It usu-
ally signals the decline." 
At the moment, Ferrell's career is 
in no danger of slowing down. 
& entertainment 
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Jazz Gallery S2 Coronas The Chicago Jazz Affluenzal 
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. Cesar's Ensemble Presents Bill 8p m 
The Music Center 2924 N. Broadway St. Dobbins: Concerto for Victory Gardens Theater 
1014 S. Michigan Ave. Jazz Orchestra and 2257 N Lincoln Ave 
Free Tuesday Night Student Classic Big Band Music Baby Wants Candy OJ Theory spins the best Concert Series Adult Karaoke Sp.m ·10 pm ol the '70S, '80S and '90s 
Chuck Hedges Swingtet 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 8·30 pm. The Center lor Performing Spm. Excalibur 
Sp.m. The Music Center C.J. Arthur's Arts at Governors State 
lmprovOiympic 632 N. Dearborn St. 354 t N. Clark St. Andy's Jazz Club 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 1168 Wilmette Ave., University Carl Weathersby t I E. Hubbard St. Free Wilmette 1 Univershy Park Way Deals Gone Bad 9:30p.m. 
Dreaming in Pictures:The 606 hlp-hop open mic 
University Park Ill. 6p.m. Buddy Guy's Legends 
11 :30 p.m. - 2 a.m. Corky Siegel's Chamber Appetite for Distraction, a Fireside Bowl 754 S. Wabash Ave. Photography ol Lewis Blues 2646 W. Fullenon Ave. 
carroll Subterranean t 2:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
group show AMa Trigger 
10:30 a.m. -4:30p.m. 2011 W. North Ave. The Music Center 
11 a.m. - 10 p.m. The Edge Comedy Club Gospel 
Art Institute ol Chicago ACME Art Works 9 p.m. 2p.m. 
111 S. Michigan Ave. Aerospace Design: The 1014 S. Michigan Ave. 1741 N. Western Ave. Chaase Gale Borders 
Art ol Engineering !rom Free Free 7301 N. Sheridan Road 2817 N. Ctarl< St. 
Flemencol Latin Dance in NASA's Aeronautical Free 
1930s Chicago Research The Alarm 20 Miles Carl LaBove 
9:30a.m. - 4:30p.m. 10:30 a.m. -8 p.m. Marshall Field's Holiday 7:30p.m. 10p.m. 7, 9, 11:15 p.m. Adam Neiman, plano 
Chicago Historical Society Art Institute ol Chicago Windows Elbo Room The Bottom Lounge Zanies Comedy Nite Club 3p.m. 
1601 N. Ctart< St. 111 S. Michigan Ave. Marshall FJeld's 2817 N. Uncoln Ave. 3208 N. Wilton Ave. t 548 N. Wells St. Music in the Loh 111 N. State St. t 017 W. Washington St. 
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By KatGIIHY 
Assistant A&E Editor 
Last month I hit the 30 mark. 
I now own 30, count 'em 30, 
coats. 
This has been no easy task. 
It has taken me more than 
seven years to obtain my col· 
lection, and there were many 
moments of indecision. 
When I saw coat No. 29 at 
Hollywood Mirror, 812 W. 
Belmont Ave., two months ago, 
I was almost certain I would 
tum it down. 
Full length and made of dark 
brown suede with real lamb's 
wool lining the inside, cuffs 
and collar, this coat looked 
classy, and it fit like a glove. 
There was only one thing I did· 
n'tlike about it--die price was 
175 smackaroos. 
I had never before paid so 
much for an article of clothing, 
let alone a coat. I am a thrift 
store fanatic, and that is the 
only reason I am able to obtain 
such an extensive set of outer· 
wear. 
I can'tthink of a single coat 
that I own that cost me more 
than $15. Many of them I 
received for free from garage 
sales or friends. One of three 
brand-new coats was given to 
me as a Christmas present. 
So. despite the fact that I 
thought this high-ticket item 
was rhe coolest of its kind I had 
ever seen. I wasn't sure if I 
should buy it. I already have so 
damn many, I thought. How 
could I possibly justify getting 
one more? 
I decided to wait on it. I 
would give myself 24 hours to 
mull over the benefits of this 
newly discovered treasure and 
then either a.) Go for the 
plunge or b.) Forget about it 
forever. 
After all, the wait would 
give me plenty of time to 
reflect on what I already did 
own: a dozen winter coats, five 
knitted ponchos, three velvety 
fur coats, two crisp A-line 
trenches, two hooded Eskimo 
coats, two baby blue wind· 
breakers, one Army jacket and 
one cheerfully practical navy 
and sunshine yellow reversible 
rain coat. 
I knew I owned a healthy 
assortment, but still I craved 
more. Like an addict on the 
street, I needed another fix. 
I was already on my phone 
at work, at 10 a.m. the next 
day, desperately trying to con· 
tact the store so they could 
save the coat for me. 
A clerk finally answered 
after hours of busy signals and 
assured me that he had 
retrieved the coat and placed it 
neatly behind the front counter. 
But when I excitedly burst 
into the store several hours 
later, it was not there. The clerk 
had grabbed the wrong one. 
Rushing to the rack where it 
had hung, I saw nothing. 
I tried to convince myself I 
was happy about the disappear· 
ance. If it wasn't there, I cer· 
tainly coufdn 't spend money on 
it. 
Then, like a ray of light from 
the heavens, there it was, right 
in front of my face around the 
shoulders of a Styrofoam man-
nequin. 
It was then that I knew I had 
made the right decision in com-
ing back. If that coat had been 
gone, I would still be thinking 
about it today, and that is the 
ugly truth. 
No matter how many times I 
go through the process, in the 
end, the result is the same-! 
always give in. 
I did it again last month by 
buying a $6 mauvish/carnation· 
colored, super-buckley trench 
coat. 
I haven' t even worn coat No. 
29 yet, and there I was, inter· 
nally debating myself. yet 
again, about the pros and cons 
of stuffing one more coat into 
my already jam-packed coat 
closet. 
But it was cheap. and it's 
hard for any addict to pass up a 
bargain. 
The coat now sits on top of 
my closet shelf. There is sim-
ply no space for it to hang 
among the others, and since 
winter 's coming, it will proba-
bly sit there until spring. 
But it gives me something to 
look forward to. When nice 
weather returns, there I'll be, 
walking down Michigan 
Avenue wearing my beautiful 
pink coat. 
Maybe now that I have this 
never-been-worn coat for 
springtime, it will prevent me 
from spending more of my lim· 
ited college funds on such 
superfluous extravagances. 
Yeah, right. 
It is clear that I can't be 
stopped from indulging in the 
vast universe of coats that 
exists in the numerous thrift 
stores of Chicago land, and I 
may as well stop trying. 
None of my friends or family 
have had reason yet to inter· 
vene, so I must be OK. Right? 
One final fact about No. 29: 
I was daring enough to offer 
the cashier a' straight 100 bucks 
for it, and like an angel, he 
accepted. 
The deal couldn' t have made 
me happier. 
Man, do I love coats. 
-Contact Kat at 
Kgresey@Chroniclemail.com 
Arts & Entertainment 
Einstein's genius on display 
o Exhibit shows the life of a legend; from report card, to E=mc\ to inti-
mate details of his life 
By Tawney 5aylor 
Staff Writer 
For the first time, the Field 
Museum is featuring a special exhi· 
bition dedicated to the life and 
achievements of renowned scientist 
Albert Einstein. 
The exhibit, which carne to 
Chicago from the American Museum 
of Natural History in New York, will 
run until Jan.l9. 
Original manuscripts, computer 
simulations and interactive displays 
bring to life Einstein's accomplish-
ments and theories for visitors of all. 
ages. 
Children can climb on a larger· 
than-life bronze statue and adults can 
read handwritten documents from 
some of Einstein's most well-known 
scientific theories. 
Columbia senior and public rela· 
lions major Shannah McAuliffe, a 
spokeswoman at the Field Museum, 
1400 S. Lakeshore Drive, said since 
its opening last month, response to 
the exhibit has been "amazingly 
high." 
"I think people want to see the 
humanness of such an incredibly 
intelligent man," she said. 
The first section of the exhibit 
reveals the most intimate details of 
Einstein's personal life, including 
love letters, photographs and even 
grade reports. 
Although he did not start talking 
until he was nearly 3 years old, his 
report card shows Einstein turned out 
to be a good student. 
Throughout the exhibit, modem 
technology is used to make 
Einstein's most abstract ideas seem 
more concrete. 
From light sculptures to interac-
tive walls, there arc plenty of ways to 
experience Einstein's theories first· 
hand. 
One of these displays is a com put· 
er simulation that uses a gravitation· 
al lens to allow visitors to create a 
black hole, a theory which was 
detailed by Einstein in his paper on 
the general theory of relativity. 
For visitors who want to see and hear 
the exhibit, they can purchase a cura· 
tor's audio tour. 
The 3Q..minute tour includes a set 
of headphones that explain the major 
points of interest in the exhibition. 
Tickets for the tour arc ,. ' for adults 
and $4 for children. 
McAuliffe said the audio tours are 
very popular and sell out on most 
weekends. 
'The tour is very user-friendly," 
she said. "I think some people may 
be a little intimidated when they first 
come in, and the extra guidance def· 
initely helps them." 
The exhibit also attempts to show 
that Einstein was more than just a 
scientist, but a humanitarian and 
political activist as well. 
"Einstein used his public presence 
to further advance many causes," 
McAuliffe said. 
On display is a copy of Einstein's 
1939 letter to President Roosevelt 
alerting him to the possibility of an 
atomic bomb and suggesting the 
United States accelerate its atomic 
research program. 
"I had no idea Einstein was such a 
pacifist," said Joy Leschiutta· 
Rothwell, 42, a visitor at the muse· 
urn. "I always thought of him as just 
being a scientist." 
Because of his activism, Einstein 
was considered a serious security 
risk in the United States. The exhib-
it displays more than 1,400 pages 
from an extensive FBI file on 
Einstein that was gathered under the 
direction of J. Edgar Hoover. 
For those interested in learning 
more about Einstein and his accom-
plishments. the museum also offers 
family workshops and lectures. 
Tickets to the Einstein exhibit 
inc/rule the price of admission at $15 
American ....... of Nllurll Hlltory 
The life of Albert Einstein, 
scientist and humanitarian, is 
celebrated in a new exhibit at 
the Field Museum, which 
runs until Jan. 19. 
for adults, $10 for seniors and stu· 
dents with JD, and $7 for children. 
Monday and Tuesdlly ticket prices 
an! reduced to $7 for adults, $5 for 
seniors and stutknts and $4 for chil-
dn!n. For more infonnation, call 
312-922-9410 or visit www.fieldmu· 
seumors. 
Buddha's spiritual teachings connect 
By Brln Quick 
Staff Writer 
Meditation, inner peace and 
Buddhist art were among the topics 
discussed at a gallery talk held at 
the University of Chicago's David 
and Alfred Smart Museum of Art on 
Nov. I. 
The talk, which was led by 
Buddhist practitioner and medita· 
tion teacher Yvonne Rand, dis· 
cussed two Zen-related exhibits 
currently on display. 
The fi rst exhibit, "Sea of 
Buddha," consists of a series of 
photographs by Japanese photogra-
pher Hiroshi Sugimoto. The second, 
"Visual Mantras: Meditative 
Traditions in Japanese Buddhist 
Art," features historical Buddhist 
paintings and calligraphy. 
The event began with Rand lead-
ing a meditation session in the 
gallery. For Buddhists, meditation 
is seen as a way to quiet the con· 
scious mind and connect with the 
spiritual world. 
Buddhists believe that this con-
nection with the spiritual can only 
be achieved by paying attention to 
body posture and breathing, as well 
as concentrating on certain words 
or phrases, known as "mantras." 
About two dozen people attended 
this portion of the event. The class 
included both experienced medita· 
tors and beginners. 
In addition to the most common· 
ly known sitting meditation, Rand 
also demonstrated standing and 
walking meditations. 
The walking meditation is the 
most difficult, Rand said, because 
usually when people are walking, 
they have a destination in mind. 
"It's not something you can do on 
your way to the mailbox or between 
classes," she said, adding that "the 
expectation of getting to where 
you're going can disrupt the medi· 
tative process." 
Having the correct posture is 
important in all meditative posi· 
lions, Rand said, because proper 
posture helps to align the "chakras" 
or energy centers, in the body. 
According to Buddhist tradition, 
the three primary chakras in the 
body are located at the base of the 
spine, the chest, and the top of the 
head. 
It is believed that true spiritual 
insight can only be achieved if all 
three chakras are in perfect align· 
ment. 
When using the sitting pose, it is 
important to keep the back straight 
and the head up. 
The legs should be folded, with 
one foot slightly in front of the 
other. 
The hands should rest against the 
stomach, with the palm of one hand 
touching the back of the other. 
Once the body is in proper align-
ment, the meditators must tune out 
all distractions and concentrate on 
his or her breathing. Rand suggest· 
ed inexperienced meditators keep 
their eyes open throughout the 
process. 
"Everyone thinks of meditation 
as being done with the eyes closed," 
Rand said, "but it's too easy to fall 
asleep that way." She said that eyes 
should be focused on a neutral point 
in the room. 
In some cases, artwork can be 
used to assist the meditative 
process. The two gallery exhibits, 
"Sea of Buddha," and "Visual 
Mantras," are meant to stimulate 
thought and help connect with the 
spiritual. 
Selections from Sugimoto's 
famous "Seascapes" series are also 
included in the exhibition. 
The photographs depict 4various 
images of the sea and horizon. 
There are no clouds, people or ani· 
mals in the photos-just an unbro-
ken line of water and sky. 
These images are meant to open 
up the mind to contemplation, Rand 
said. "So much of our experience is 
framed by knowing what something 
is," she said. 'These pictures tell us 
that it's OK not to know." 
The second exhibit, "Visual 
Mantras," is a collection of 
Japanese Buddhist art from the 14th 
century to the present. 
Most of the images are made on 
large scrolls and depict various 
images of Buddha. 
According to Rand, the use of 
symbols is also important in 
Buddhist artwork. 1\vo of the most 
common symbols are the circle and 
the swastika. 
The circle, Rand said, is meant to 
represent the endless cycle of birth, 
death and rebirth. The swastika is 
an ancient Buddhist symbol that 
also represents this cycle. 
If the swastika is rotated clock· 
wise, it symbolizes turning away 
from the physical world and toward 
Buddha. 
See Buddha Page 29 
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Love 'clicks' for singles online 
0 Online dating services offer modern-day alternatives to some old-fashioned romance 
By Ports Padayan 
A&E Editor 
I am a woman seeking a man age 
24 to 30 within a 20-mile radius. My 
idea of a fun date is loading up at the 
candy store, white-water rafting and 
playing trivia in a pub. I like to talk 
about the meaning of life, horo-
scopes, world politics and, well, noth-
ing really in particular. My friends 
would describe me as "sometimes out 
in left field," a "throwback" and 
"nobody's fool." 
I am looking for someone with a 
few extra pounds, someone a linle 
more than just a social drinker and a 
smoker who is trying to quit. 
Welcome to the world of online 
dating, where becoming a member is 
Ryan Ouggan!The Chronicle 
easiel than hoping to one day bump 
into Mr. or Ms. Right on the street, 
the el or at the local Caribou Coffee. 
It's a world where no Chane! 
makeup, no pliable pomade, no Seven 
jeans, no Prada purse and no winy 
pick-up lines are needed in order to 
make the right impression and to 
catch the eye of a potential partner. 
Just like online shopping, online. 
registration and online courses, the 
stigma of online dating has disap-
peared. 
What was once said to be an activ-
ity for hackers and for those desperate 
to find someone, has now become 
accepted as an alternative fonn of 
finding romance in today's high-
paced lifestyle. 
For many, after a night of bars and 
club-hopping, coming home broke, 
smelling like an ashtray and not being 
able to meet anyone of interest, the 
idea of online dating services is 
beginning to look · more and more 
appealing. 
With just a c lick of the mouse, the 
Internet allows for easy access to 
hundreds of potential soul mates' pro-
files, pictures and backgrounds 
allingwithin the privacy of your own 
home. 
The potential matches you end up 
receiving are more tailored; they are 
more compatible and appropriate for 
the characteristics you are looking 
for. 
According to Kathleen Roldan, a 
spokeswoman for Match.com, mdst 
of the members on the eight-million. 
plus member site are college-educat-
ed professionals living in major met-
ropolitan cities. 
She said that the service has a team 
that screens each member's profile, 
so that when the profile comes in, it 
follows the set guidelines and is . 
appropriate for the site. 
"As people are becoming more and 
more .accustomed to usfng the 
Internet and having it help them in 
their day-to-day life, it would just 
make sense for singles to learn that 
this is a great tool to use to connect 
with other singles," Roldan said. 
"What we hear a lot of is ~hat the 
quality of the service is great. It's a 
great group of singles." 
Lavalife.com, the online dating 
service with the red-hot ads featuring 
attractive, 20-something young pro-
fessionals, states in their corporate 
fact sheet that the site has attracted 
more than 5 million members, 
exchanging . l.l million messages 
every day. 
The site's growth is due to "its 
[focus] on commitment to help sin-
gles 'click,"' and its ugrowingaccept-
ance of technology-based dating serv-
ices as a highly-effective means of 
meeting others---as opposed to more 
conventional approaches to dating." 
In comparison to a traditional 
matchmaking dating service like 
Great Expectations, or an online serv-
ice like Match.com, Lavalife.com has 
a looser mentality. 
Lavalife.com is directed toward a 
younger group, more OP!'n to dating . 
and different experiences. 
Singles on the site record a person-
al profile, which includes hobbies, 
interests and how they think their 
friends would describe them. 
Everything is anonymous and self-
contained so it offers a safer alterna-
tive to just giving out a number at a 
bar or club. 
And just like everything else deai-
ing with the Internet, an online profile 
has an immediacy that makes it easi-
er than pll\cing an ad in a paper. 
Susie Hardesty-an event coordi-
nator for Dating Directions in 
Columbus, Ohio> a dinner-dating 
service--<>nline dating can also be a 
big waste of time, because you don' t 
know the intent of the person you're 
e-mailing. 
"I really truly feel that anything 
you can do is very good, just to get 
out there and be proactive," Hardesty 
said. "But I think people can sound a 
lot better than they really are. 
Sometimes they are better writers 
than they really are in person." 
"l know a lot of my friends have 
wasted a lot of time e-mailing back 
and forth, and sometimes never even 
meeting the person, because, I think, 
their intent is just to have a linle fun 
online, while the other person may 
have the intent to have a relation-
ship," she said. 
Hardesty said that the way a person 
markets his or herself is important. 
So by joining a free onliJ:ie dating 
service, you're just asking to meet 
others who have also joined a "free" 
dating site. 
"You're probably going to meet 
somebody who.'s really . cheap. I 
mean, just think about that," Hardesty 
said. " It just makes no sense, if you're 
really serious. 
" If another person is spending 
some money, then you know their 
intent is more serious. That's a first 
consideration as far as how serious 
they are ... it's a qualifier, a way to 
screen people," Hardesty said. "I 
think sometimes people are so safe 
behind that computer that they can be 
really rude and crude." 
But maybe for some th8t are look-
ing for love on the Internet, that may 
be exactly what they want. 
The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago 
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St. 
All events are free. For more Info: 312/344-6300 
Muelc Center plano• provided by Ortlg1r1'1 Mutlcvllle, Inc. 
licensed 
ethical • s·terile 
body piercing studio 
your body, your choice'" 
We use only FDA-approved implant-grade surgical steel 
and internally-threaded jewelry (not external-threaded). 
And we're the only shop in the state that pierces with 
medical-grade, sterile gloves and face masks 
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No Fate pursues hard-rocking stardom 
KatGresey 
Assistant A& E Edia 
Having just played three shows in 
twO weekends last month, Chicago's 
No Fate is in the "groove." 
"We have our priorities straight," 
said 17-year-{)ld lead guitarist Brian 
Evans. ''This is what we want to do 
with our lives." 
When they played at E lmhurst's 
Screarnfest, which was the third of 
their October shows, they said they had 
an incredible time. 
"We played with bands we looked 
up to ... Metro headliners," said 17-
year-{)ld lead singer/rhythm guitarist 
Oscar Salinas of the 40-minute set. 
''Tile weather was amazing: It was the 
only wann day in two weeks. We 
had the best crowd." 
No Fate has had more than a 
dozen members since its 
inception more than two 
years ago. The current lineup 
includes 14-year-old drum-
mer Colin Carroll and I 8-
year-{)ld bassist Tom 
Schlacks. 
They have 12 songs written 
and are in the process 
of writing about 
five more so 
that they have 
a variety of 
songs to 
pick from when they record their first . 
full-length album. 
Carroll's favorite song is "Change," 
which is about preparing for the 
umessed up" world we live in. 
"1bat's one I can't wait to record," 
Carroll said of the song. "If! have lots 
of energy or I'm in a really bad mood, 
I think it's fun to play." 
The crowd loves the song as well, 
according to Schlacks, who said it 
emits energy. "It moves the crowd 
physically," he said. 
Their closing song, with the working 
title "Bum," is one of the band's more 
emotional songs. 
"The music strikes a chord within 
you, and that really inspired me to 
write good lyrics," Salinas 
said. 
An example of these 
lyrics is: "And no 
one wi II ever 
know!That in this 
sorrow we 
growffhis pain 
that only we 
know/Has never 
made me feel so 
song, he wanted to showcase the range 
of talent the band possesses. He said 
there is an even amount of "clean-
toned stuff" and "heavy stuff." 
"This song is divided _really well. 
For the first two and a half minutes 
there is complete hannony between 
guitars," he said. 
''Burn," "Change" and their song 
ago 
~ 
''No Return" will be recorded this win-
ter for a No Fate demo, which the band 
believes will hype their full-length 
album when it is released. 
They currently have a two-
song demo that they released 
in the spring of 2003. 
In addition to new 
recordings, they are also 
working on 
adding 
more pictures and lyrics to their wel>-
site, which they say fans continuously 
ask for. 
The site also has a wide variety of 
No Fate merchandise available. 
Everything from underwear and hood-
ies to mouse pads and clocks can be 
purchased by No Fate fans. 
"It's the small things like that, that 
make you bigger," Evans said. 
They also seek advice from more 
prominent musicians. They recently 
spoke with Gregory Scott Comer, the 
bassist from Chicago's Kill Hannah, 
who gave them tips on how to get 
ahead in the industry. 
"All the [Chicago] bands are more 
than willing to help us," Evans said. 
"People outside of the industry have no 
idea how hatd it is." 
The band has made its share of 
beginner mistakes. They recorded 
their first EP in 
Evans' base-
recorder and decided a month later that 
it didn't represent the potential they 
possessed as a band. 
"We weren't quite as serious as we 
could've been," Evans said. "The 
recorder was great. We just sucked." 
At that point, they decided to get 
serious and head to a professional 
recording studio. They spent about 
$3,000 on their two-song demo, and 
they think the result was well worth it. 
It's got a clean sound and allows listen-
ers to hear the band at it's best, they 
said. 
The band's newest material was ere~ 
ated with their audience in mind. No 
Fate always tries to give listeners songs 
they'lllove and hold the same expecta-
tions to their performances. 
" It's true you get back what you give 
[to an audience]," Evans said. "You 
might think you're going crazy on 
stage, but if the audience isn't into it, 
it's not crazy enough." 
No Fate plans to play music for a 
long time, its members said. 
"We've always had our mind 
straight with where we wanted to 
go," Evans said. "We just want to 
get our music out there and get 
more fans.'' 
For more information on 
No Fate, visit their 
website at 
www. nofatemu-
sic.com. 
From left to Right: No Fate members Colin Carroll, Brian Evans, Oscar Salinas and Tom Schlacks work to musically give their all to fans. 
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Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs, 
Croissiants, Gyros, Chili Cheese Fries, 
Chicken Gyros and many more items. 
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''THE- PROCE.SS OF 
SCIENTIFIC DISCOVER'(. 
In a religion that was born in a barn, 
an open door goes without saying. 
Our church invftes you to join us this Sunday in the worship and fellowship of Jesus Christ. The door is alwa 
Clhlr~~ ~ihl® IK~Ilil~ 
l!IJI~ihl~~llil Cihl!IJir©h 
Advent worship with Holy Communion 
(beginning Novembe r 30) 
every Sunday at 10:00 a .m. 
Christmas Eve 
Cand lelight Service 7:00 p.m. 
PoUuck Supper 8:00 p.m. 
Students Welcome! 
Rev. Scott Chinburg, Pastor 
1532 S. Michigan Ave_ 312-939-3720 
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity 
••• A CONTINUAL FLI 
FROM WONDER''!' 
EINSTEIN at THE FIELD MUSEUM • fieldmuseum.org 
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COLUMBIA CHRONICLE INVITES YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL SCREENING! 
Stop by the Columbia Chronicle office • 623 W. Wabash Ave. • Room 205 • Chicago 
Tuesday, November 11th, to pick up a complimentarY pass to a 
special screening of RED BETSY on Thursday, November 13th. 
One pass par parson. No purchase necessary. Employees of all promotional partners, their agencies, and those who have received a pass within the last 90 days are not eligible. 
OPENS IN CHICAGO FRIDAY, . NOVEMBER, 14TH! 
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'The Cliflbanger' challenges Hollywood system 
0 Graduate students take part in innovative collaboration to establish Chicago film scene. 
By Maltbaw J11tar 
A&E Editor 
Chicago is a theater town, a city 
where actors come to gain experience 
before making the inevitable trek to 
California. Yet some filmmakers are 
doing everything they can to build a 
unique film community here in the 
wi ndy city. 
The Cliffhanger is a stylized fea-
ture-length film that relies heavily on 
a balance between collaboration and 
creativity. Featuring writers and direc-
tors from New York. Boston and 
Chicago. the film hopes to build an 
alliance of filmmakers who want to 
create productions that defy typical 
Hoi Jywood storytelling techniques. 
Graduate students Dennis 
Belogorsky and Sean Jourdan are two 
of the writer/directors who were 
asked to participate in the project. 
Both men are currently working on 
their Master of Fine Arts degrees in 
the Film and Video Department here 
Columbia. 
"I was a little hesitant at first to 
work on something like this," Jourdan 
said . .. What concerned me most was · 
the short time frame to get it done ." 
The Cliffhanger is an experimental 
film that incorporated I I different 
production teams from Chicago. Each 
team had a week to write and shoot a 
five to I 0 minu te chapter of the 
movie. The only guidelines were to 
use the same actors and keep a con-
tinuous storyline. 
"At first, I thought it was an OK 
idea," Belogorsky said. "l watched 
some of the earlier contributions just 
to see what I was getting into, and it 
totally inspired me. l thought that this 
has to be done right." 
Jason Stephens, a graduate student 
in Columbia's Arts, Entertainment 
and Media Management Department, 
was the driving force behind ihe film . 
He 's the executive director of a non-
profit film organization called Split 
Pillow. After working on some direct-
ing scenes with Belogorsky and 
Jourdan, he asked them to· be part of 
The Cliffhanger 
" I always loved that game in school 
where one person in the class would 
start a story by writing a sentence on 
a piece of paper and then passing it 
around the room with each person 
adding a line. The Cliffhanger is an 
interpretation of that game," Stephens 
said in an e-mail interview with The 
Chronicle. 
The story revolves around the mys-
terious arrival of a woman at a run-
down hotel in Chicago. When a fami-
ly secret is unveiled, it throws an 
array of characters into a deadly web 
o f intrigue. 
The I I production crews haven ' I 
seen the finished product, so when it 
premieres on Nov. I 7, it will be excit-
ing for everyone who contributed to 
the project. 
When they began filming, 
Belogorsky and Jourdan put all appre-
hensions aside. It was Jourdan's 
responsibility to write and direct 
chapter three while Belogorsky 
worked on chapter nine . · 
"There were no restrictions on sto-
rytelling," Jourdan said. "We could do 
whatever the hell we could do. For 
me, it was the nuts and bolts of film-
making." 
Jourdan said he enjoyed using dif-
ferent elements as motifs and leaving 
things open for other directors to play 
around with. He encouraged sharing 
ideas with his cast and crew. 
"You'd think the first group would 
set the tone, but that didn't happen," 
Belogorsky said. "There's an interest-
ing dynamic when you see the pro-
gression. It was probably better that 
way." 
Bclogorsky had a three-hour delay 
while filming when a fuse ble~ and 
took out power in the e ntire building. 
With the exception of the delay, the 
production went according to plan. 
Belogorsky grew up in Springfield, 
Ill., and didn't pick up a camera until 
he was 22 years old. He shot a musi<! 
video for some friends and began tak-
ing classes for film and video produc-
tion. AI Columbia, he created the 
16mm film Breadwinners. 
Jourdan's background is in theater. 
He received a master's degree in 
drama at Washington Univers ity in St. 
Louis before coming to Columbia. He 
recently completed the production of 
his 16mm film Motorcycles and 
Mayhem. 
Both filmmakers are very proud of 
the hard work and dedication of both 
the east and crew. They consider 
working with St~phens a rewarding 
experience and would like to continue 
to create unique film projects in the 
future. 
"Nine out of I 0 people around here 
want to get into film," Belogorsky 
said. "They're going to work for free 
and work their asses off. Chicago's a 
great place to stan; the talent is here." 
The Cliffhanger premieres at The 
Lakeshore Theatre, 3175 N. 
Broadway St., on Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. 
Trckets areS 15. For more information 
on The Cliffhanger or other related 
projects, log on to Split Pillow:. web-
site at www..tplitpillow.com. 
Sa>IITho OworiDt 
Columbia graduate students Sean Jourdan (left) and Dennis 
Belogorsky (right) contributed segments for 'The Cliffhanger'. 
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Hey, it's a gruesome wortd out there, we're just trying to help you out 
For the week of: Nov. 10 • Nov. 18 
Street Wear 
Aries (March 2t- April19) Hahaba! Oh, hchehc! Habaha! You are 
so funny. And your sign is a eompletc joke. Hal Oh, I' m so terribly 
sony. Oh, well, let's see here ... your horoscope is whateVer the hell 
you want it to be this week. Thanks. 
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Well now, Taurus, it's a new week, but 
don't expeet it to mean that anybody likes you all that much. What? 
Shocked? Now, now, it's nothing that can't be fixed by a time machine 
that will allow you to skip next month altogether. 
Gembli {May 21 - June 20) Your dueling personalities will really go 
at it this -.-k.Atone point, you'll beat the crap out of yourself at the 
local bar. Then, you'll apologize over and over again and say that 
there's no one who understands you better lind who you'd mther spend 
time with than yourself. Ah ... the stars arc having a field day wid\ 
you, jackass. 
C111cer (June 21 -July 22) Alright, please stop asking for advice 
from friends. Join some type of counseling group that deals with help-
ing those who constantly find. love in all the wrong places- like the 
Internet 
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Go get 'ern iiger! Er . .. I mean lionl This 
-.-k is aU yours. Just, please, I beg you, stop obsessing over those 
stuffed tigers you saw sewn onto random men's ripped, blood-stained 
costumes on Halloween night It bas nothing to do with you, and no, 
you're not next 
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) Wel~_good news for this week: You 
aren't going to die. 
· Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) OK, give me a moment to get my 
thoughts together .... Ah, yes ... You work with a bunch of incompetent 
idiots who don't know anything, and an 3tttactive co-worker will com-
pliment you. 
Scorpio (Ocl23 - Nov. 21) My friend, you forgot to read the fine 
print again. Foolish little Scorpio, when will you ever learn? I'm afraid 
this means big trouble. You were just a little too Qllick to sign at the 
dotted line on that piece of paper that was handed to you by a suspi-
cious-looking man in a pin-striped suit (Sigh.) 
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dee. 21) This week, expeet Aries to call you 
some time in the middle of the night. Pisces will wander naked into 
your living room. And Capricorn wiU want to "taak" again. Damn goat. 
·capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Well, it's official. You seriously need 
therapy. When you're at the office you start yeiUng at your computer, 
your notepad, the calendar and the pencil holder for not holding the 
consistency of enough blacl< pens, pencils, gel pens and bighligbters. 
But, don't worry. This can all be cured by consulting the "P" section of 
the Yellow Pages, like, irrunediatcly. 
Every week, The Chronicle brings you 
fashion from fellow Columbia students. 
Aee: 21 
Aqa.uias (Jan. 20- Feb. 18) Yes, your neighbor is ho! and, no, she 
ain't goona be giving you the time of day. Hint: There's a reason why 
nobody ever invites you to their pal1ics anymore, and it has a lot to do 
with your obsession with birds and pigeons. 
Pisca (Feb. 19 - Man:h 20) This weelc you will fall in love, fmally! 
Major: Fashion Design 
"Right now, I'm bummiu'." 
Major: Journalism 
" (My style is] warm and sort 
or tomboyish." 
Aee: 20 
Major : Music 
" I just dress like me." 
Unf011Unately, nothing good will come of this relationship since your 
si "ticant ocher is Jea "ust a fi t of our i "nation. 
eBSERVATieNS eF AN ENTERTAINING WORLD 
• Only 38 days until The Lord of the 
Rings: Return of the King hits the multiplex. 
_._._"-________ ...., (Yes, I am a big fat nerd.) 
• The Matrix RevolutionJ: 1be popular science 
fiction franchise comes to an end, along with 
Keanu Reeves' acting career. 
• Happiness equals 13 hours of sleep. 
• Midterms: How can I remember what 
happened over half a semester when I can't 
remember what I did last night? 
• Thank you, Hollywood: Production will 
begin this December on "!he film version of 
HunterS. Thompson's first novel, The Rum 
Diary. 
e Bener costume: Will Ferrell in Elf or 
Mike Myers in The Cat in the Han 
• california disasters: Fires. riots, earth-
quakes, blackouts and reality television. 
• Next week on "Montel": "When talk 
show hosts get high." 
• Happiness equals a December trip to the 
West Coast. 
e No Problem: Counncy Love bas abused 
heroin and painkillers in the past, but she recently 
told a magazine that she is not a drug addict. She 
is, however, painfully addicted to media atten-
tion. 
• Evanescence sucks: The guitarist left the 
band when he finally realized what the rest of 
the world kpew all along. 
e P. Diddy: Ran a mamthon and a sweat-
shop, all in one week. 
e Special Effects: Getting better every year 
in Hollywood while the scripts get worse . . 
e war in lmq: George W. Bush said it was 
over months ago. I don't think everyone got 
the memo. 
Ouicl' Pic1 at the movie1 
Not your normal 'Elf' 
Huddy the elf •~ not like any of the other clvca at the toy shop. lie's tullcr, he's bl1111er, und he 
lack• the product knowlcdjiC and conatruttion capabilities to compete with the senior executive 
elves ''" the production line. 
When Buddy find• out he's actually a human inatcud of an elf, Uuddy heuds to New York City 
111 m«t hi, father 110 they can "hold handl and cut IUfl'" plums." 
Hc<od.,. Tom flanks, thert'J only one other 11etor in Hollywood who could ploy an adult octln11 
Joke a chold witll(lllt much preparation. Will Perrell ployl IJuddy with the perfect bulnnce of hcRr1 
and he<tdache He '• cute, he's naive and he tends to lll:t like a 3·ytar-old. 
AltlliJUgh there are definite mumcnb ur l'crrcll's "Saturday Nl11h1 Live" shtick, the uctor 11ivos 
the t hariOI-Icr erKntgh redeemllblc qualitic1 111 rnukc hlrn almO!It loveable. A supJ>or11na cMt thut 
or><. tude:• f .d A•ner, fame• C"aan, flub Ncwhar1 and Z<•.ocy Oct~:hanci JIIVcl the fllm 1orne buck bono. 
Attt~r/dorett11r lo.n Favreau (Swin11er•. Madr ) tukco some or the best llllptcts or old Chrlstmus 
"'"""" and t arerully pl""c' them whhon lluddy'• fhh·out-or·wutcr story. Althou11h It lnclullc1 tho 
wtny r t'"' '"'"' """"" end oro g. t:lf tapt uru tloc •riror or the &aRson. Jlorroll ll mostly rolponllblo, 
blloro~ "' woth ko11door", ~"d mako11g '" luuglo alomg the wuy. 
/'mdut "'"' NoiPO A /'J'JI I " '""'"'" wmlllalr , .lay VIIIIMAy, wa• tlor fJIJJt•[H'Utlu,•titm .111/lrrvi.wr 
'"' Uj ' Malllww lmt.r 
f!] 'Matrix' all surface, no substance 
Regardless of its stute-of-the-on speeial eiTc:cts, many people lot\ tho theater after watchina TIHI 
Matrix Ruloadud with disappointment. It was like waiting nil ycnr for Christmas and Ktlling only a COU· 
pic of thin115 you really wonted. 
The li11h1 scenes wen: h~tn:diblc, the technololl)' inten:stina. but the ow~ll story WIIS a scicnc:c fic-
tion snooze rest. TIU! Matrix Rc/oathtd dldn'tlivo up to the orlainal fllm on so many lewis. 
With Tlui Matrix RIIVO/utlom, Andy 11nd Larry Wachowski nnolly w~p up many of the mysteries of 
the nrst ond second ntms. Nco, Trinity and Morpheus lend tho humM mcc into battle aaalnst the 
mtfcl1lncs, A11ent Smith hus his own aacndD, Md the Oruclc continues to cat s~ts and 11\lk h1 circles. 
The third fllm docs u much better job of keephljl uudlcnc.:s lntelllSttdln tho story tlmn Tllot Alt11ru 
R•loatl~d. There nrc funcy computCI"IIcnernh:d cffi:cts Wid somo plot twists thrown toK~:thcr In hollllll!~ 
to some of the 11rcutc1t acloncc Oetlun llhns ovrr n111de. For 1111 cl\loytblo trip to the movlrs. Tllot Mtllrll' 
Hwultttimu dout a decent job. 
Thouah must of the pu7.11lcs to tho Afutrl.r mystery hnw blwtlsolwd, thoro's still Otic hlltlortalltllucs-
tlun len ununawercd. Wus o Matrix trlloll)' really 111.1crnnry'/ All tho 14//M.t atllll'l'ltw lttw: 1'13~1\.'\'S In 
the world cun't suva u firu1uf11se thnt runs its cuul'l!c without lUI)' ronl pur)llliO. 
The chanuters run throu11h u series of cuntputcr PNIIrRms, und tlmt'sllltllltly h11w tho 1\Kill.ltll.'\1 ~~~ 
71t~ Matfl:t R-V(J/u//u/11 IM n 1~lcnce 1\otlon J'hntMy tltAt'l All aurfu~ and 00 IUMIAI\I.'\1, Pl)lll\'lllly. In 
thu 1\uuru, flllllplu don't ~arc about uhur1eter an1l aurlpt II wlopm~tllt. l111"-l,l~ · 
Ratin9 Sg1lem: 1'" ! Sic Pic r··1 Jus t Worth The Trip , ., Icky Flick 
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Tony ·Hawk's got game 
By Whitney Meers 
Ass«iated Press 
(U-WIRE) TAMPA, Fla.- When I 
first saw the pilot for Activision's 
Tony Hawh Underground, the 
newest in a series of video games 
endorsed by the. Birdman himself, I 
was enraged. 
"Play as yourself, and not a pro 
skater, and make your way through a 
plot-twisting, true-to-life stoJy that 
takes you from unknown local skate 
punk to fame and furrune as a super-
star skater," Activision's website said. 
In !he video game, a player can cre-
ate a skateboarder and go through a 
series of trials to eventually become a 
professional. 
As a dedicated skateboarder, the 
entire concept of the game got me 
fuming. 
I resent the tact that the game is 
called THUG for short. 
As an intentional abbreviation set 
fonh by the makers of the game. this 
implies a negative stereotype about 
skateboarders. 
The reality is that only a small 
number of skateboarders are people 
that the general population would 
consider thugs. 
Most skateboarders live ''normal, 
lives<~nd enjoy their sport as much as 
many others enjoy footbal.l,. baseball 
or basketball. 
The point of the video game is to 
get a sponsorship and to eventually 
become a professional. All of my 
frustrations with this aspect of the 
game boil down to one thing: That 
shouldn't be what skateboarding is all 
about 
Skateboarding, just like every other 
sport, iso 't about becom,ing a profes-
sional. Some people go P..o and some 
don'~that's just a fact of life. 
ALL 
LOTIONS 
Bu~ if a person really enjoys a 
sport and participates in it as often as 
he or she can {regardless of whether 
money is involved), then that person 
can really understand what the activi-
ty is about. 
When people do something they 
really enjoy, it shouldn't matter 
whether they are the best at what they 
are doing. It shouldn't even matter 
whether they're good at i~ as long as 
they're having fun. 
It's only near the end of the game 
that a player realizes that the creators 
knew what was really important after 
al l. 
An unexpected twist in the game's 
storyline addresses my initial con-
cerns and offers an alternative to the 
world of skateboarding superstardom: 
The game doesn't end after the player 
becomes a professional. 
THUG provides a glimpse into the 
downside of the skateboarding world, 
demonstrating an important lesson 
that children and adults should never 
forget 
It teaches that the fame and glory 
of being a professional athlete is not 
everything it is made out to be. 
Though the thug connotation is 
highly llJUICCCSSal}', the game's story-
line is full of twists and rums that 
show players why skateboarding isn't 
about bow much money their chalac-
ters can make in the end. 
While a video ganie could never be 
as great as the real thing for a skate· 
boarder, Tony Hawk's Underground is 
addictive and has much more to offer 
players than its seemingly shallow 
storyline ever could. 
The makers of the game hit the tar-
get when they created a .same that 
allowed players to see both the posi-
tives and the negatives of the skate-
boarding world. 
GET ONE 
FREE WHEN YoU BECOME A SOLEIL MEMBER 
UV·FREE PLUS t FREE 
MYSTIC TAN EYEWEAR i ..... _
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Nothing golden about Rule's latest 
By oorls Padayan 
A&E Edilor 
' It's Murda! ' 
Yeah, you're damn right 
it is. It's Ja Rule trying to 
murder rap music. 
That loud, crude, raspy 
s ignature growl of Ja Rule, 
the "lad ies-man of hi p-
hop," knows exactly how to 
get right under your skin. 
It's the kind of voice that 
makes falling asleep diffi-
cult at night since you' ll 
never be able to get the 
" Holla!", "Murda, Inc!" and 
" Rule!" out of your head. 
for this pathetic approach to 
"gangsta" rap, the beats on 
this album are majorly lack-
ing, and the lyrics are one 
big rap cliche. 
The first song off the 
album t itled, "The Life," 
featuring Hussein Fatal, 
Caddiliac Tah and James 
Gotti, has some pretty 
decent drum beats, but the 
lyrics are lame. 
Ja Rule raps, "whether 
you' re blood or 'cuz, we're 
all gangsta," and the song 
j ust makes you want to ask 
him what kind of "life" he 
lives to have produced such 
a horrible, wannabe gangsta 
track? 
Jeff Atkins, aka Ja Rule, 
and his nauseatingly huge 
ego, violent lyrics and " I'm 
no wanksta!" mind frame is 
back. Titled Blood in My 
Eye, the poorly-produced, 
unfocused and less-than-
average album hit stores 
Nov. 4. 
"The Crown," featuring 
Sizzla, and the fourth track 
off the album, is Ja Rule 
rapping among gun shots 
and police sirens that are 
probably supposed to take 
place in some back ailey of 
New York City. 
like J.Lo's ass." Right. 
Murda Inc. Records 
gering words "pretty soon 
you ' re going to pay!" 
Perhaps it might've been 
the "blood" in Ja Rule's eye 
that was the excuse for the 
lack of focus on the album, 
distracting him from seeing 
that his· energy should have 
been directed toward more 
interesting subject matter 
other than constantly diss-
ing 50 Cent and Eminem 
and trying to steal the sound 
of the late Tupac Shakur. 
The song sounds like 
someone trying hard to 
emulate the style of Tupac, 
with a voice and sound that 
completely rips him off. 
Constantly using threats 
and rapping about how no 
one can touch him, Ja Rule 
reminds us that he is "dead· 
iier than a gunshot." 
On track 12, "Blood in 
My Eye," Ja Rule tries to 
make oh-so-intimidating 
stabs at Dr. Dre and 
Eminem. He raps to 
Eminem, "you understand 
trai ler parks and cocaine" 
and ''wherever I go, n-----
soon follow." The song ends 
with Ja Rule saying. "come 
and get me!" with the lin-
Well, thanks, but no 
thanks. Blood in My Eye is a 
waste of money, and if any-
thing, Ja Rule and Murda 
· Inc. need to pay listeners to 
take the album home and sit 
through ali 14 tracks. 
The Bottom Line: With 
such hypocrisY and sense· 
less lyrics, Blood in My Eye 
can't even qualifY as a 
guilty pleasure. 
Whatever the reason is 
Ja Rule shoots insults 
toward his enemies, trying 
desperately to prove that 
"bitch, I'm into making hit 
records that spin like rims," 
and, "I got your attention 
The album leaves the lis-
tener "hollaring" for some-
thing a little less painfuL 
Ryan Adams 'kcoR's with his newest album 
By Matthew Gewolb Cornell 
Associaled Press 
{U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y.- Ryan 
Adams, the brash and impetuous 
young s inger-songwriter and gui-
tarist, is a pop culture enigma of the 
first order. Adams' newest release, 
delivered last Tuesday via Lost 
Highway, is an excellent rock album. 
The record, titled "!loR N kcoR" 
(go ahead, hold it up to a mirror) is a 
high-energy batch of solid songs and 
superb melodies that, for most any 
other artist, would be an unqualified 
success. And, indeed, it seems that for 
Adams, astoundingly prolific and 
remarkably gifted, constant evolution 
is the goal. But is his obsessive insis-
tence on redefining himself as an 
artist truly forward progress? It's get· 
ting increasingly difficult to tell if 
Adams is really advancing his an or 
simply doing something different just 
because he can. After all, someone 
with such an uncanny ability to make 
great music ought to be indu lging 
himself in whatever genre he chooses, 
right0 Well, maybe. 
One thing's for sure: he's good 
Buddha Continued from Page 20 
Rand has practiced Buddhism for 
30 years and has been teaching and 
instruct ing others for nearly as long. 
She forst became interested in 
Buddhism, when she took a course 
in World Religions at Stanford 
University in 1954. 
She later switched her major to 
Ch inese Intellectual Thought and 
began studying with a Zen instruc-
tor. 
Rand stresses that medi tation is not 
something that can be learned from 
a book. 
"Meditation is a direct communica-
tion a nd should be taught orally," 
she said. " It just can't be transmit-
ted accurately in writing." 
"Sea of Buddha" runs until Jan. 4, 
2004 and "Visual Mantras runs until 
Feb. 22, 2004, at the David and 
A lfred Smart Museum, 5550 S . 
Greenwood Ave. 
The museum is open Tuesday. 
Wednesday and Friday from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m .. Thursday from 10 a.m. ro 
8 p.m., and Saturday and Sunday 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
For more information call (77 3) 
702-0200 or visithrrp :l/smartmuse-
um. uchicago. edu. 
enough to do pretty much anything he 
fancies. So good, in fact, that Neil 
Strauss found fit to remark in 
Sunday's New York Times, "I have no 
doubt that if Mr. Adams set his mind 
to it, he could make a very good hip-
hop album as well." And that. of 
course, is precisely the problem. 
What exactly is the point of persist- · 
ing in reinventing yourself as an anist 
if the result, however well executed it 
may be, simply doesn't measure up to 
the near-perfection of previous 
efforts? Put in the simplest of terms. 
Adams' immense talent is both a 
blessing and a curse. He 's adept at 
everything he tries but his best work 
has come firmly rooted in the alt· 
country styling that first catapulted 
him to critical and popular success. 
For instance, "LioR N kcoR" is 
good, 'but 200 I 's "Heartbreaker" is 
painfully beautiful and, well. heart 
breaking; "LioR N kcoR" has an 
undeniably hip New York rock vibe 
but 200 I 's Gold is an incred ible 
groundswell of emotional and musi-
cal turmoil. "Rock N Roll" {I think 
we can all agree that this reviewer has 
suffic iently indulged the anist's pesti· 
lent pretentiousness with the employ-
ment- up until now--of that ridicu-
lous other spe ll ing) finds Mr. Adams 
ditching the country twang for a 
snarling brand of jagged rock. 
FRIEND AND 
\~ . _ . §f)Ulll Lf)f)V tLUI3 
RECEIVE A 
FREE 
TAN 
Of.'f.'ering over CSO brands of.' ~I 
Th• last bUI'g.,..s in Chicago! WOI'ld famous chick~~n wings l 
Watch you,.. favol'it• spol'ts •v~~nts on oul' 70" TVI 
701 S. STATE STREET AT BALBO • 312-427-2787 
lat• hOUI'S 7 a w.-'< • Sun-FI'i till '+AM • Sat till S AM 
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SGA 
Sludfnt GowmmtntAs.OO.tion 
1n every department ' 
OIC 
m·eet with your 
student government representative 
1. KuiO'IMk, Justln A. 
2.. JIIJIUU, Mupn 
3. Gtuma11, Danl4!1 
4. Lewla, lkandon 
5. lltMill, Heult 
6. Elclebett, Aloandra 
7 . ...... Ma.,. 
8. Hftllt, Katie 
e. Remplle, Jtllnifer 
10 • .JoMph, Nicole 
11. MIHr, KeiMy D. 
12. Gfltler, Jtnllfflr 
ta.GIIIo,MIIIe 
14. MMtlrl, "*" 
TtltYislon 
Rldlo Dtpartmtnt 
A£MM 
Tlltltll 
Dance 
£arty Clllklhoocl 
RitA 
~11111111 
llflduate Sdlool 
MarMIIIIC 
JoiiiiiiiiMI 
film &VIdeo 
Att&Dtllfl 
lllt.ttiCtlwt Mlllllnltdll 
l2·NO¥ 
ll·Ncw 
13·NO¥ 
U·Hov 
10-NO¥ 
l ·Now. 
16-Ncw. 
3·Dec. 
NO¥. 11, 12, 13 
13·NO¥ 
10.Nov. 
13-Now 
&-New. and 6-No'l. 
20.Now. 
600 5. Mlclll,.n, 15th Floor, Studio A 
33 &at Concreu. 7tll Floor, Room 703 
Look In your departmeftt far more Inial 
72 East 11th Street. Floor l11ement 
Look In your dtpll'lmetlt far more Inial 
33 East Co"""" 5th Floor, Room 5011 
731 s. Plymouth Ct., l.ounlt 
SOO S. Mlclllpn, 4th Floor, Room 401 
33 East Co"""" 4th Floor, Room <104 (student loun~tl 
Look In your departmtlrt far more Inial 
Look In your department for mo~~lnfal 
Look In your departmtnt for more Info I 
623 Soutll W.bashJ 7th Floor Room 715 
624 s. MlchiCin, 8th Floor, Room 603 
12to lpm 
12:30 to 1:30pm 
TBA 
1 to2 p.m. 
TBA 
4 to 5:15pm 
811111 
l2:30pM ·1 
8:30pm 
TIA 
TIA 
12\0111111 
12:30 to 1:3Dp111 + 15:30 to 8:30p.m. 
12Pftl 
traditional music from Afghanistan 
Thursday, November 13, 2003 
I :00 pm 
November 1 0, 2003 31 
Conaway Center, I I 04 S. Wabash, first floor 
3 12-344-6650 
"The best exemplars of Afghanistan's traditional musical aesthetic." -BBc Radio 
Since 1995, award-winning Ensemble Kaboul has been devoted to the performance of 
traditional music from Afghanistan. Despite t he Taliban's five-year ban on playing and 
listening to any music, the ensemble's traditional string and percussion instruments 
combine with the voice of renowned vocalist Farida Mahwash to explore the 
diversity of Afghan music and culture. 
FREE 
[C] CO L~ ' A 
sp a c e s o.mbUc..,...chiOac-
32 November 10, 2003 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Overbearing 
6 Tex-Mex choice 
10 Max of "Barney 
Miller" 
14 Remove knots 
15 Lab medium 
16 Commute 
t 7 "Giant" ranch 
18 Long jump 
record holder 
1968-91 
20 Generous 
22 Grassy ground 
23 Every last one 
24 Tim or Beryl 
27 Schon and 
Hefti 
31 Actress 
Suzanne 
34 Apia's country 
35 Tree-root 
paras~e 
37 Lay low 1he 
lawn 
38 Cape Tainaron 
41 Infected patches 
of skin 
44 Pique 
45 Smiled derisively 
47 Scorches 
50 Rouses to 
impatience 
54 Ms. Bernhardt 
55 Back talk 
56 Back of a bus. 
57 Pinch 
59 Saki's name 
62 Type of Western 
or squash 
67 Cathedral 
ins1rument 
68 First-rate 
69 Tide type 
70 Feudal lord 
71 Probabilities 
72 Knight and 
Kennedy 
73 Slalom curves 
DOWN 
1 Gunnysack 
material 
2 "The Iceman 
Cometh" 
dramatist 
3 Maintaining 
equilibrium 
4 Setting 
5 Fiscal period 
6 Ping-Pong 
7 In the past 
8Texi 
9 Spheres 
10 Premium quality 
11 Purpose 
12 Words at the 
altar 
13 Ex-OB Dawson 
19 Ages and ages 
21 Sports venues 
25 "_ My Party" 
26 Car franchises 
28 Peas for a 
peashooter 
29 Birdbrain 
30 Old sayings 
32 Mineral spring 
33 Groovy 
36 _ the thoughtl 
38 Shoot wide 
39 Territory 
40 Briny droplet 
42 In position 
43 Actress Lupino 
46 Memorable 
period 
Solutions 
s 3 s s 3 s 0 3 .1. s 0 0 0 
3 !) 3 I 1 d v 3 N 3 N OV 
N V !) ll 0 I .1. .1. 3 fl!) v d s 
0 ll N n ~ fl fl d I N 
0 N I s s v s fl v ll v s 
s 3 .1. v .1. I ll ll I s ll v 3 s 
0 3 ll 3 3 N S 3 ll I 
S N 0 1 s 3 , NV d v .1. v ~ 
MO~ d v s 3 N I d 
v 0 ~ v s 3 .1. .1. 3 fl s 3 , d 
s , V 3 N 0 I 3 ll , , v 
0 0 s , v ll 3 9 I 1 
N 0 ~ v 3 B B 0 B v .1. v 3 ll 
3 0 Ill 
1 I Vel 
48 Mountain 
chains 
49 _ tzu 
ll v 
0 0 
51 SUght traces 
52 Infuriate 
53 Tea biscu~s 
!)'0/ 3 I .1. N n 
v .1. A S S 0 B 
60 Double agent 
61 Author Leon 
62 Paulo 
63 Peas· place 
58 Closely confined 
64 Furthermore 
65 Goller's gadget 
66 Smidgen 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
***ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ 
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202 
Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours. Work 
in Fun atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants, and hotels. Full and 
Part time hours. 847-670-0871 . 
Spring Break - sign up with Student Express and get FRE;E 
roundtrip airline tickets to over 15 International destinations -
including Aruba, Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean 
hot spots and more. Why go with anyone else. Limited offer -
call now. Commission rep positions also available. 
1-800-787-3787 
Ukrainian Village Totally Rehabbed 1000 sq.ft. Two Bedroom 
Apartments, New Appliances, Dil)ette, Walk-in closets, eentral 
Air/Heat, Free Parking, Near Public Transportation. NO 
PETS/SMOKERS, Immediate Occupancy. $800. 630-852-5411 
or 630-205-4443 
Video Editor Needed! Part time work. Edit at home as 
independant contractor. Wedding, Special Event, and 
Commercial editing. Great pay! MiniDV editing and DVD 
authoring experience required. Call 630-523-5277, ask for 
Aaron . 
Artist' residence studios and one bedrooms from $450 steps from el, lake 
and shopping Included: heat and gas, computer lab with internet, darkroom, 
gallery performance and rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture 
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773-477-7070 or will at 773-505-8668 
ROOMMATE WANTED. Columbia student seeks Female 
roommate 20-25 to share 2 bedroom apartment. Available Now. 
Walk to all campus buildings and downtown. Close to "L" 
station. Great Lake Views! $700/mo.+util. Parking avail. for 
$125/mo. Call Maggie at 312-663-6918 or 847-217-0242. 
Production Interns wanted for half hour television show beginning 
11/14/03. $8/hour. Call (312)337-4444ASAP. 
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT: 
www.ColumbiaChronicleCiassifieds.com 
MAGNA RX+ 
The #1 male enlargement pill in 
the country. As seen on TV and 
in Maxim, Stuff and FHM. 
SIZE DOES MATTER!! 
LIVE LARGE!! 
SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEED!! 
Call 
1-800-300-4MEN 
Mention that you read about it 
here and get 2 bottles for the 
price of 11 
Or visit us at 
www.magnarx.com. 
Remember - be bigger , better 
and longer! 
Worried about how to pay the college bills this semester? 
It's tough enough to write papers, take midterms and 
cram for finals. That's why UPS is helping you pay for 
school. With the UPS Earn and learn• Program, you don't 
have to earn a specific amount of income with us to pay 
for school. In fact, we don't even take money out of your 
weekly paycheck to cover college expenses either. The 
UPS Earn and learn• Program is set up specifically to 
help ease the financial burden associated with attending 
college by offering $3,000 a year for college financial 
assistance on top of your hourly pay. Now that's 
welcoming news! 
--
--
ADDISON 
Get as much as 
. $23,000*1n College 
Financial Assistance 
100 S. l ombard Road (Army Trail & lombard Rds.) 
Ph: 630-628·3737 
NORTHBROOK 
2S2S Shermer Road (Shermer & Willow Rds.) 
Ph: 847-480-'6788 
2100 N. Hicks Road (Hicks & Rand Rds.) 
Ph: 847-705-6025 
To inquire about part-time Package Handler 
opportunities, please call our facilities direct 
or call our 24 hour jobline at: • 
1-888-4UPS-JOB • Access Code: 4417 
www.upsjobs.com/ chicago 
U-n de rg ro 1!Jl.~chi£~f~nt 
this week,s specials: · Mon. - Thurs. 8-6, Fri. 8-3 
Beer Cheese Soup in a ~read Bowl served with pretzels $3.75 
Hot Turkey Sandwich mashed potatoes, gravy, vegetable $4.00 
Roasted Mediterranean Vegetable. Sandwich on foccacia with 
volone, served with potato chi"ps $3.75 
Soups: 
Monday- Southwestern Chicken Vegetable, Tuesday- Turkey Wild Rice, 
Wednesday- French Market, Thursday- Cream of Spinach 
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Outbreaks cause City Council approves 
many in Chicago to -locked doors ordinance 
Seek VaCCinatiOnS 0 Proposal passed days after deadly high-rise fires 
0 Flu shots offered until mid-December 
By Dominick Basta 
Staff Writer 
Across the city, the Chicago 
Department of Public Health has 
stepped up efforts to combat the spread 
of infectious diseases. The turnout for 
two recent vaccination initiatives, 
meningitis and influenz3.y were over-
whelmingly positive. 
The outbreak of bacterial meningitis 
on the city's North Side, which killed 
three men and infected three others 
early last month, wrapped up its CDPH 
vaccination program Oct. 26. In 
response to the recent meningitis scare, 
Dr. William Paul, CDPHdeputy public 
health commissioner, said the vaccina-
tion campaign was very successful, 
with 14,267 participants. · 
Although the outbreak occurred in 
people who had social contact with gay 
or bisexual men. meningitis is not a 
disease tied to sexual orientation. In 
fact, meningitis can appear in any clus-
ter of people, and is usually common 
among college students, mainly fresh-
men living in dormitories. 
·'This kind of outbreak is quite rare," 
Paul said. "But, had we not isolated the 
disease or vaccinated against it, the 
public health outcome would have been 
much worse." 
According to the CDPH, approxi-
mately I 5-40 cases of meningococcal 
disease are reported in Chicago every 
year. The disease can be fatal if not 
treated with antibiotics. 
Bacterial forms are caused by 
Neisseria meningitis, which usually 
causes death. For college freshmen 
moving into a new residence, the risk 
of meningitis from close and direct 
contact with many new people 
becomes greater. Paul encourages stu-
dents to look into their student health 
services for mo~e information on 
meningitis vaccinations. In addition. 
Paul said he hopes the recent scare will 
create a rise in the knowledge of the 
often-deadly disease. 
"I hope people have learned a little 
more about the disease and can identifY 
if they arc at risk," Paul said. "It is still 
recommended that incoming college 
students get vaccinated against 
(Neisseria] meningitis before going to 
live in a dormitory." 
The m•-ningitis program isn't the 
only vaccination program that the 
CDPH has spearheaded. During the 
first months of fall, it is common for 
people to feel struck with symptoms 
that are more severe than those of 
colds. 
The flu vaccine is the best tool that 
prevents this from happening. 
The CDPH, as well as Columbia's 
Student Health Cet\ter offered the flu 
vaccine in the fall. During the first 
weekend of November, many people 
stood in line at the Jewei-Osco at State 
Street. and Roosevelt Road, to receive 
their free flu shot. Other Jewei-Osco's 
throughout the city will be offering the 
flu vaccination through December. 
Those at high risk for the flu include 
people who have weakened immune 
systems or other health problems and 
those more than 50 years of age. Gina 
Consolino, nurse practitioner at the 
Student Health Center, said more than 
60 students have shown up for a flu 
shot this year. 
"The flu vaccine is the best way to 
protect yourself against the flu and 
potential complications," Consolino 
said. "People who live in crowded 
quarters may want to consider getting 
the vaccine as the flu is spread through 
coughing, sneezing and speaking, etc." 
According to the CDPH, in one year 
influenza kills 35,000 people national-
ly; 350 of those deaths are in Chicago. 
"People usually think of the flu as a 
mild illness, but it can be deadly," Paul 
said. "With new strains every year, 
cases of the flu are resulting in more 
hospitalizations, which is why this vac-
cination is important." 
The flu vaccine consists of one injec-
tion every year. Protection from the flu 
generally takes about two weeks post-
injection, according to information on 
the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention website. Consolino recom-
mended some basic advice for those 
who feel they might already be affli ct-
ed with the flu. 
"For those who are beginning to feel 
ill, rest, drinking plenty of fluids, good 
hand washing and taking medications 
to relieve symptoms are suggested 
ways to proceed," Consoli no said. 
The flu vaccine is available at the 
Srudcnt Health Center until Dec. 17 at 
the cost of$17. Columbia students, fac-
ulty and staff arc encouraged to make 
an appointment to receive the vaccine. 
While Columbia's Student Health 
Center does not offer the meningitis 
vaccine, a list of locations that do arc 
available upon request. 
Andrww J. Cluooide 
In accordance with an ordinance passed last week, Chicago high-rises have until Nov. 12 to unlock 
every fifth floor stairwell door, eliminating the possibility of a repeat of last month's tragedies. 
By Kwame Abasl Patterson 
Associate Edib 
In wake of the tragic fire that 
claimed six lives at the Cook .County 
Administration Building on Oct. 17, 
City Council passed an ordinance 
demanding high-rise buildings to 
leave stairway doors unlocked or pro-
vide an automatic unlocking device 
in case of fire. 
The ordinance, which was intro-
duced by the chair of the Committee 
on Buildings, Alderman Bernard 
Stone (50th Ward) passed by a major-
ity vote on Nov. 5. Stone said he 
made the recommendation to prevent 
future tragedies from occurring. 
"It's simple, unlock the doors," he 
said. " It 's time we took action on 
high-rise codes. I and my colleague 
in the 42nd Ward do not want to be . 
responsible for any more deaths." 
The City Council was set to vote 
on a similar proposed legislation 
from Mayor Richard M. Daley. 
However, they choose to defer his . 
ordinance until further research could 
be conducted. 
Daley's proposed legislation called 
for banning locked stairway. doors 
and requiring sprinklers in a ll high-
rise bui !dings. 
Additionally, all new buildings, 
both commercial and residential , 
would be required to input sprinkler 
systems while pre-existing high-rises 
would be required to install them, 
according to a press release issued 
during the council meeting. 
However, some existing residential 
buildings will have other options. · 
However, some e'xisting residential" 
buildings will have other options 
according to the mayor's office. 
To address concerns (rom building 
owners who may not be able to meet 
the city's demands, Daley's proposal 
also creates a review board that hears 
appeals on matters such as structural 
difficulties and landmark status des-
ignations. 
Some City Council members 
voiced concerns over the mayor's 
proposal such as the cost and iime 
consumption of installing sprinkler 
systems. However, they believed 
unlocking doors was something the 
city could do immediately to rectifY 
the problem. 
"We have three steps. Sprinklers 
will take longer and will be costly. 
Evacuation plans will also take up a 
lot of time," Alderman Thomas Allen 
(38th Ward) said. "But the third, sim-
ple, cost friendly step is unlocking 
those doors." 
Another alderman said he· had 
doubts about the use of sprinkler sys-
tems. Alderman Bllrton Natarus of 
the 42nd Ward, where the tragic blaze 
occurred, said water creates more 
snloke once placed on fires and that it 
spreads chemical fires over a larger 
surface area. 
He also said the city is looking for 
a scapegoat and a quick remedy to 
the problem. 
"If we take the quickest route to ; 
solve the problem, the only people that 
will benefit will be the sprinkler system 
companies. And they only stand to 
make money here," Natarus said. 
Alderman Edward M. Burke (14th 
Ward) who introduced Daley's propos-
al to the City Council believes the city 
would be making. a grave mistake if 
. they did not pass the proposed legisla-
tion on the instillation of sprinkler sys-
tems in high-rises. 
"There has been no reported deaths 
in any building that had sprinkler sys-
tems," Burke said. "W~ need these sys-
tems or more people will die." 
Natarus said he has no quarrels with 
the mayor's proposal. but he believes 
there is a simpler solution. 
If City Council passes Daley's pro-
posal, it could affect an·estimated 800 · 
Chicago high-rises are not currently 
equipped with sprinkler systems. 
South Loop pub taps local acoustic talent 
By Jamie Murnane 
St.afY/IUf 
When Matt O'Malley, the owner 
of the South Loop's swanky Chicago 
Firehouse Kcotaurant, opened a 
casual neighburhood tavern iu the 
etrca, locc. ls were in for a "urpr'isc. 
Unlike the Firehou•c, the Wabash 
Tap s trictly abide• hy a •orn1cal "n" 
tics allowed" drcn code, and cu•-
tomers can a lways catc h the big 
game on the ~ foot tele vit ion •ercefl 
thot - m• to rule the har. 
i\lth!>Ugh the Waba•h Tar. 1233 S . 
Wabuh Ave., ha• been a popu lar 
after-work getaway and •Pmt• have" 
Mn<:c it wa• establi•hed , smncthing 
new is now on the menu. 
'lrartmg rhi• month, l11e ' fop Is 
gmng ''' de lve lfllt> lhe e1ty'• live 
mug.Jc CK.t tJ~ 
Acchrdmg ''' I he bar '• general 
rnar~ager. fJav1d Preund, c u•1tm1cr. 
C~ft ••pre:Uy much CIHHII fJfl live 
rnusie three night• a week " 
'ltarliflg Nr>v IJ, rtoe ' fap,. ft,hlng 
to feature live music every week 
Thursday through Saturday. 
According to Freund, the bar has 
had hands perform in the past, but 
there has never been anything regu-
larly scheduled. 
Now, a long with talent buyer IJuff 
Entertainment, Freund wi ll regularly 
book •hows. 
While many bars in the ci ty fea-
ture liv• mu•ic, the Wuhush Tap haN 
cmne up with a concept that will set 
it 11purt frum the crowd. 
fl reund said the bur would bouk 
ouly mu~iciuns who u~n;c IU l'luy 
•cuustic . Thi•. Fre und said, will 
hupefully lead to the Wubash Tap 
becoming " the UCOU~Iic IIIUtt iC VCIIUC 
uf the city. 
Although tho 'f'up's llvcly cllcutc lo 
can usually be l ptotlcd !lhlhore d 
uouuud tl1c ma~•lvc tolcvlshm Jcrccn 
fur Sunduy 1tlght lloars ' gumo•. a 
whole fi CW cruwtl I• OX f!eCtctl Ill nlc 
in thruogh the tlotor• fur tho•c cuu-
ce rh 
Tho Tar' ~ l•u c ucuur11gc• - tutlcul 
muCJi t..iMII' to rmrfouu , "~ It wou ld 
a llow them to reach a new audience 
as well as provide the bar with more 
diverse acts. 
According to Freund, the Tap 
would like to get "the student body 
of schools like Columbia us involved 
as possible." 
" It 's something I 'll definite ly 
attend," sa id Stephanie Bassos, u 
Columbia student who lives ncar the 
Tup. 11 ll '!t ubnut t ime someone ~torts 
huvhttl li ve mus ic uround here, 
becuuse whenever I wunt to sec uny-
thin[l, it'> ulwuys li1r uwuy." 
The tirs t nlsllt of the progrum, 
Nov. 13, wll lli:uturc 1111 Athens, Ou.-
huscd buml, Uuckyurd Tire Fire. 
Two loeul bunds, Old No. M und 
The Sups will perform on Nov. 14. 
The Outhtw f'nmliy Is s lnted to 
COII~iUdC the nrst Weckcml of live 
music wlih The Skunk lllvcr 
lJnmllts. 
Also, flrcund snld the most exull-
lnll Ultcu•nhlll show they huvc 
hunkuo.l will be Annu Fermin (of 
At11111 l'uru1ln '• Trl1111•r Oo8pu l) 
plnylu11 •ulu, uud u( course, uuuu•tlu 
on Nov. 20. 
Once the live music at the 
Tap is well underway, Freund 
suid he hopes to eventually 
sturt un open mic night once 
u week. 
Thut will 11ive people o 
chnncc to reach out to n new 
crowd without hnvlng to go 
through the tulcnt buyer. 
The Wubnsh Tnp ulso ti:u-
turcs uffmdublc drinks , u 
limited but hil!hly suitublc 
lunch uml dinner menu, nnd n 
friendly, hometown environ· 
tnent hidden it1 the hunrt of 
thu South l.oOil· 
For mof'il lri/urmatloll 011 
.rhuws sehrd11lrd or to jlml 
IIIII lww Ill 11•1 ltt•~t/VIIti, Cllll 
(J 11) J60·9t/88 or visit 
www.tilfllrv~llls. com. 
1'hr IV.thll,lll 1btJ 1.1 OMit 4 
/J. m • • J " m. 1it.,ltti1 the! 
wr~k: 1/:JO ol. ltl ,• J tl. rtt. 1111 
Slllllf(/uys: uml II : J() 11.111. 
} " · IH. 1111 Sllltdt~\l.f. 
Htelhtf Mol!llorll'lle Clllotlidt 
Olflclala from the W.baah "'lp aay they 
hope to book lo~l btnda to pity 
ICOUitlc lttl It lhll neighborhood bar. 
City Beat 
South Loop 
hosts blood drive 
for LifeSource 
Andrew J. ScottfThe Chronicle 
Erin Bauer, 20, a sophomore photography major gives blood 
every eight weeks. 
By Jody Richardson 
Staff Writer 
More than 30 South Loop resi-
dents and college stude nts turned 
out for the annual LifeSource blood 
drive at Grace Episcopal Church on 
Nov. I. 
Organizers said the blood drive 
was aimed at relieving what's nor-
mally a season of blood shortages. 
"As the holidays approach, blood 
supplies drop because people are too 
busy running around," said John 
McGuire, a neighborhood coordina-
tor and resident of Dearborn Park. 
He said the average metropolitan 
areas need about 1,500 donations a 
day. "Without them, elective surger-
ies get canceled or hospitals turn to 
other areas for blood." 
LifeSource is a nonprofit, fu ll-
serviCe blood center that conducts 
more than 3,000 mobile blood 
drives each year. 
Father Ted Curtis of Grace 
Episcopal Church, 63 7 S. Dearborn 
St., said although the blood drive's 
participants were mostly from the 
neighborhood, three or four of the 
church's parishioners and local col-
lege students donated. 
Started several years ago as a 
project by a Girl Scout t roop in the 
South Loop, the blood drive has 
been run by McGuire for the past 
few years, Curtis said . 
And while Curtis is willing to 
lend a helping hand, he isn't willing 
to donate himself- he's afraid of 
needles. 
Sans any fear, Curtis said there's 
no reason healthy people can 't 
donate. 
"Many people disqualifY them-
selves before they even try," he 
said. Medication, aspirin and flu 
shots do not disqualify donating 
blood, he said. 
Applicants on birth contro l pills, 
analgesics, antacids, diuretics, thy-
roid medication and vitamins can 
donate, as well. Even applicants 
with tanoos can contribute- if the 
tanoo was done a year before the 
donation. 
A similar wait is in place for 
donors who vis ited England after 
the outbreak of mad cow disease in 
the United Kingdom. 
Aside from general restrictions, 
donors must be older than 17, in 
good health and weigh more than 
II 0 pounds. Donors must wait 56 
days before giving blood again. 
Officials from LifeSource also 
asked donors about their health con-
ditions, needle use and sexual orien· 
tation . Blood centers have added 
questions regarding SARS and West 
Nile Virus before accepting blood 
from applicants. Potential donors 
are given a mini physical to ensure 
health and prevent risks. 
The actual donation takes about 
five minutes. 
All blood is tested before distri-
bution. 
"Chicago has a very diverse pop-
ulation. A positive and 0 positive 
make up about one-third of the pop-
ulation, whi le other blood types, 
like AB negative, are rarer. About 
one in every 164 people have it," 
McGuire said. 
"People think that if they gave 
once this year it is enough, but there 
is always a need for blood, regard-
less of type. We want to get as close 
as possible to the recipient 's type." 
McGuire also said that for every 
pint of blood donated, it can be used 
three different ways. "If we get 45 
donors that can potentially help 135 
peop le, the blood can be used in a 
transfusion, for platelets or for plas· 
rna," McGuire said. Since 36 donors 
participated , 108 people can be 
helped. 
According to LifeSource, half of 
all Americans will need blood in their 
lifeti me. But less than 5 percent of the 
popu lation regularly donates. The 
human body contains I 0-12 pints of 
blood and after donating, our bodies 
replenish the fluids within 24 hours. 
Cell regeneration takes four to six 
weeks. 
Students can donate blood year 
round, five days a week, at several 
Chicago LifeSource locations includ-
ing the State oflllinois building at 160 
W. Randolph St. or in Lincoln Park at 
1523 W. Fullerton Ave. Call (877) 
543-3768 to make an appointment. 
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CAAPGrant 
deadline nears 
0 Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs offers grant to 
encourage artwork from local artists; applications being distributed 
By Kwame Abasi Patterson 
Associate Ednor 
To spur independent artwork from 
area artists around Chicago, the 
Chicago Department o f Cultural 
Affairs has begun dispensing appli-
cations for its Community Arts 
Assistances Program Grant for 
2004. 
The grant is for individual artists 
and nonprofit arts organizations in 
all di scip lines, according to the 
Cultural Affairs Department. 
Funding for the grant is from the 
Ill inois Arts Council. Recipients of 
the award can receive up to $1,000 
to use toward an art project that will 
benefit both the artists and the com-
mun ity. 
"This is good for those artists who 
are new on the scene and trying to 
get established," said Linda 
Wedenoja, spokeswoman for the 
Cultural Affairs Department. 
The grant is also designed for 
financial support for portfolio devel-
opment, 50 I c3 status, travel and 
materials. 
However, only artists and organi-
zations that operate with budgets of 
$100,000 or less are eligible to 
apply. Additionally, recipients have 
to be residents of Chicago for at 
least six months prior to the applica-
tion deadline. 
But, perhaps the most disappoint-
ing aspect of the eligibi lity require-
ments for grants is that students 
enrolled in a bachelor's or master's 
degree or certification·granting pro-
gram of any kind cannot receive the 
benefit. 
"It's literally thousands of stu-
dents out there. We don't send this 
information to colleges because it's 
too many and the grant is geared 
more towards professionals," 
Wedenoja said. 
The city department believes stu-
dents arc not directly focused on 
their artwork and that they arc more 
centered on school. Therefore, 
applicants must be at least 2 1 years 
old and not enrolled in school, 
according to Wedenoja. 
But she also said the grant is good 
for schoo ls, such as Columbia, 
because it is a popular arts institu-
tion. 
"The grant can be utilized by fac-
ulty and staff members who need 
funding for the ir own special proj-
ects. It is also beneficial information 
for art students who are graduating," 
she said. "They need to know what 
types of opportunit ies are out their 
for them." 
From 1996 to 1998, Julio Flores, 
visual communications coordinator 
for Columbia's Office of Community 
Arts Partnership, received the CAAP 
grant for his Chiringo, Papalote, 
Cometa and Kite Event. 
In order for him to receive the 
grant, Flores said he had to write an 
extensive proposal about a project 
that reflected his culture and benefit-
ed the community. 
He also had to prove that the com-
munity would support and attend his 
project. 
" It's a lot of work but worth the 
effort because it sets you up for big-
ger things," he said. 
His project was set up for youth 
and their families in Chicago to 
come to Montrose Park and design 
and fly their own kites. Flores said 
pie to receive money who have no 
other source of funding. 
" It [is] more on a grassroots level," 
Flores said. 
But Flores said he believes the 
department's eligibility requirements 
are disrurbing. Many srudents in the 
city are currently struggling to get their 
individual projects off the ground. A 
grant like CAAP would at least pro-
vide them with some funding, accord-
ing to Flores. Furthermore, he suggest-
ed students find ways around the 
requirements for the grant. 
"There is an abundance of opportu-
nities for srudents out there, the chal-
lenge is just finding them. If you real-
ly want to be an artist, then you should 
know finding funding is the hard 
part," he said. 
Last year the Cultural Affairs 
Andrew J. ScottfThe Chron<:Ie 
Julio Flores is a three-time CAAP grant recipient. For one of his 
projects, he created a site in Montrose Park where Chicagoland 
youth could design and fly their own kites. 
he received help for the Chicago 
Park District including volunteers, 
suppl ies and setup. However, addi-
tional support such as funding for 
materials came from the CAAP 
grant. 
"This city is fantastic because it 
provides several outlets for people 
pursuing the arts," he said . 
F lores believes that the grant 
shouldn't be a necessity and that art 
funding should be disseminated 
among all artists. But the truth 
remains: there is a lack of funding 
for beginning artists. There are 
many artists and organizations con· 
nected to large foundations and the 
CAAP grant is an opportunity for peo-
Department awarded 210 CAAP 
grants totaling $171,424. 
The awards were based on recom-
mendations from a panel composed of 
artists, art organizations, art advocates 
and art educators, according to 
Wedenoja. 
To assist potential applicants, the 
city is holding five workshops 
throughout the city. Interested candi-
dates can p ickup applications at 
Chicago Department of Cultural 
Affairs at the Chicago Cultural 
Center, 78 E. Washington St. , and 33 
other locat ions listed on www.city-
ofchicago.org/CulturalAffairs. The 
deadline for submitting appl ications 
is Dec. 12. 
lllllhlr lllonlloi\IThe Chronicle 
The sidewalk in front of Columbia's Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave., was 
repaired last week. After years of traffic flow, the sidewalk had become too uneven to walk on. 
Recent high-rise fires 
spark policy debate 
By Jennifer Golz 
City Beat Edb-
The deadly fue in the Cook County 
Administration Building. 69 W. 
Washington St. continues to make 
headlines. But in the weeks that fol· 
lowed the Oct. 17 tragedy, Chicago 
expenenced two additional high·rise 
fire,. 
Back to back fires at the Hellenic 
Foundation Hollywood House and the 
South Shore Beach Apartments on 
0<.1. 2l! and Oct. 29 claimed one life 
and mjured several people. 
Cuy officials have been quick to 
<>ffer proposals to prevent any future 
traged•e• . 
On Nov. 5. Alderma n Edward M. 
Burke ( 14th Ward) pre\Cntcd a pro· 
po• al befrlfe the city uf Chicagn sug· 
ge\llng • prinkler • Y•te ms fur all 
C h1cago high·ri"'· 
In Mayur K1chard M. Daley'• plan, 
all new l>uildong•. both commercoal 
and re\ldenhal. would be required '" 
be l>uih with • pronkle" •Y"•" " while 
exo\l mg •trm.1ure• '""" be retmfilled 
l!y 2()1(, 
The pr< •P' ~"I IJ<I\ hecrr dcf erred 
unul further re voew. 
A oec rmd prupo• al fr orro A I d . 
llernard 'ltune I~IHh Ward) wu• 
JT•"'"I oro regard to \ lioJrwell d• • •r 
liJCk• H~<: crly ha• g1verr l11gh· ri\C 
rrwne" the <1f1111ttl " ' m•t:rlhng aulu· 
m~ttu ... tmluc. kmg ' Y'fem' "" the df"'" 
'" keepong every foflh flom door 
"""IC.ked. fl,, -.eu,fy re~r~Wm\, doHf\ "' tc!lll 
<~nllill and crnnmercJol hoglo· tJ<o<:\ ore 
IY I'I•~ally kept lttC.kerl llrmoe Clucllj(" 
re\lt~nf• ore crnK:err~<:d ll~<:y are lC"Inj( 
''' have 111 1-1ve up lhe11 \Ct.UtJiy ••r 
fhe11 ••fely 
Je ffrey While . 11 )uni11r • rl de•lj(n 
major at Columbia, believes his secu· 
rity will be compromised if the doors 
are left open in residential high-rises. 
"It takes a tragedy for them to real· 
iz.e--it's a security issue. There 's 
something going on that really hap-
pened. that they're not telling people," 
White said. 
Molly Sullivan, director of media 
affairs fo r the Chicago Fire 
Department. said each fire is treated 
differently. depending on how the sit· 
uation presents itself. Sullivan 
explained that there is a firefighti ng 
protocol. 
Each s tructural fi re has a series o f 
searche.: a primary, secondary and 
final . What happens next is at the dis· 
cretion of the fire chiefs on the scene. 
Sullivan wouldn ' t comment in 
regard to the Merit" or three searches 
at each fire's location. 
The CFD ha~~ received snme crili · 
cuun rur slow respun~ times in gcttinK 
tu lhr"" trapped in the Conk Cnunty 
Admorois tration Build ing's fire . 
Jfnwever. response times at the recent 
high·riM:. firc~t were not a conccru. 
The rumpntfil I fcllcn1c 11cumdatitm 
ll11llyw"'od ll111rsc, ~71Xl N. Shcrid11n 
koad, had uppr.,~l llllllc ly n fiocl1ghl · 
cr .11 and 20 parumcdicll ou the scene. 
The hou\C ,. 12-strory omlcpcoulcoll llv· 
'"l£ reoidcnce lor c ldcJiy cllozcns. 
Three people weoe Iuken to the ho•pl· 
llol woth smoke Jelntcrlloojuroe•. hut 1111 
were rclcii\Cd the s11oroc duy. uccooding 
to Jnmeo l'etrroJIIoul, d lrecloor rof 111 hooloo· 
i•trutoron ""'' w normm lcnllun with the 
foumJutlrm. 
""rloe l'lre IJcpoorlllor rrl properly 
•• •P'•fldcd 11nd loHok cure of nil ol rour 
r.olrlent•," l1eltroprurl suld. " IThey l 
doeckeol ull re•ldenl• to see If there 
were uuy IKidlllrmul concer n• they 
lwd " 
The South Shore Apartments, 7447 
S. Shore Drive, have a unique elec· 
tronic security system for each unit 
that directly signals the Fire 
Department. 
'"The electronic system signaled the 
fire department directly." said Karen 
Herman, management consultant for 
the apartments management company, 
7447 S . Shore LLC. "!The Fire 
Department! gets the informatio n 
probably faste r than anyone could, 
dialing 911." 
South Shore Beach Apartments 
have approximately 50 firefighters on 
scene. The fire resulted in the death 
of one resident. and three others were 
taken to the hospital in the 34-0oor 
high-rise fire. 
According to preliminary reports, 
the sixlh· OoXJr apartment where the 
fi re started was the resu lt of u pnrn· 
lyled onun smoking in bed. The resi· 
dent died from burns he suffered 
hefure fire officials arrived un scene. 
Chicugu fire code dues nut re4uire 
hlgh·rises cunstnoctcd hefnre 197~ tu 
h11vc 11 sprinkler •ystelll. The three 
ho~h-rlsc• where the llres uccurred 
were hooill hcfurc the urdlouu1ce nud 
hoiVc not hccu rctrufllleol with sprln· 
klcr· sys1c111s. 
l'ciOIII••ul <11id I hill f11r I he Ill•! three 
11111111h• . the I lullywmod I hou•e l111< 
tweu oc•c11rchi11M I he "lllinol' uf rctru· 
11111 11~ the hullolln11 with 11 • lll'inkler 
syslclll. The s111h wells 111 the huuse 
wco e uul11c kcd. lllluwlnll ocsldcnts 
wh11 wc1e lltlvlscd loy lhe ullkl11ls ho 
cviiCIIIIIc '" l11weo· levels . 
Tho· ('1 11) dill nutoll'tlcr CVIICUIIthms 
lu 11ny 111' C'hiciiMu 's three hl¥h· olsc 
I he • 
Attacks cause 
North Siders 
to fight back 
0 Residents are taking more precautions; 
women learn safety and self-defense tips 
By Angela Caputo 
City Seal Edtor 
Shaken-up by a string of sexual 
assaults on the city's North Side, 
Wicker Pa rk resident Becky 
Borowicz said news of attacks have 
been a wake-up call. The 23-year· 
old said she no longer walks alone at 
night, has friends aware of where 
she is more often and doesn' t take 
her personal safety lightly. 
Borowicz lives less than a block 
away from one of the latest in a 
series of sexual assaults that police 
believe are connected, in the 1700 
block of West Beach Avenue during 
the early morning hours Oct. 22. 
" It was shocking to see this hap· 
pening in my own backyard." she 
said. 
Pulled into action by her friends. 
she joined roughly 75 mostly young 
women who attended a community 
forum Nov. 5 at the Wicker Park 
Fieldhouse. 1425 N. Damen Ave .• to 
hear what public safety officials. 
local politicians and women advo· 
cates had to say about the rash of 
crime against women in the area. 
·"This is an issue that impacts all 
communities:· said Alderman 
Manny Flores (1st Ward). '"These 
tragic events lead us to question 
what we are doing in our communi· 
ties to apprehend these attacks." 
Flores said the aim of the forum 
was to be active in trying to prevent 
the violence fro m happening again. 
Between Aug. 10 and Oct. 24. 
nine sexua l assaults occurred 
between the Lincoln Park and 
Wicker Park neighborhoods. All of 
the incidents took place during the 
early mo rning ho urs, according to 
police. 
Genn Damen, a 27-year-old who 
li ves in the 1600 block of North 
M ilwaukee. said she is taking a 
proactive stance to arm herself 
against the potential o f being 
attacked. 
" I' ve been cognizant of it as (a 
woman]. I don't walk by myself," 
she said. " Before, I never thought 
about it because I live on a busy 
enough s treet." 
Taking precautions like Damen 
did is the most important thing 
women can do to avoid attacks, 
police said. They also handed out 
noisemakers to attendees to he lp 
them in case they are ever caught in 
a dangerous situation. 
Police also called upon residents 
of the community to help them crack 
the case a nd catch the suspected 
repeat offender. The suspect has 
been identified to be in his early 20s, 
roughly 5 feet 8 inches and between 
160 and 175 pounds. And. according 
to police, he is believed to drive a 
late '80s or early '90s model Pontiac 
Grand Am that is possibly blue. 
Police are looking for any leads 
civilians may have, said Sgt. Cliff 
Morland of the 14th District's com· 
munity policing office. 
'This is a problem we can' t solve 
alone and we need the community's 
help," he said . 
A tip from a Wicker Park commu· 
nity member is credited with break· 
ing the case in another recent string 
o f sexual assaults that rocked the 
community last summer. 
Two suspects were arrested last 
m onth after a resident overheard an 
attack and called police. The alleged 
attackers are believed to be respon· 
s ible for several similar violent 
assaults. which also occurred during 
the early m orning hours in the 
Wicker Park neighborhood. 
Sasha Walters. director of advocacy 
and services of Rape Victims 
Advocates, a local nonprofit that 
served 1.200 rape victims last year 
alone, says the only way to stop the 
sexual assaults is for '"men to stop rap-
ing." 
Damen said the event raised her 
consc.iousness on the issue of assault. 
"I feel that this helps me to get into a 
mindset where I am more prepared." 
she said. 
.... ~CMIIIItlt 
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